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I. SUMMARY

Damaris A., now nineteen, started working in the broccoli and lettucl~ fields
when she was thirteen years old and continued until she was nearly tighteen.l
During the five months of peak season, she usually worked fourteen )rours a
day, with two jfiJteen-minute breakS' and a half-hour for lunch. She oji'en worked
eighty-five or ninety hours a week For months on end she .\"uffered dtlily
nosebleeds,. several times her blood pressure plummeted and she nearly passed
out. She was e.xposed to pesticide drift and fell ill, yet was required tv keep
working. "IjuL"t endured it," she said, of her time in the fields. "It wa:\' very
difficult. "

Mark H was twelve the summer he first worked in the cotton fields Ojl!' central
Arizona, getti,,!g up at 3:00 a.m. and finishing work at 2:00 p.m. His )'Jarents,
aunts, and uncles had aI11!.orked in the fields for years. "My dad started when
he was ten years old, and he didn't finish 'til he was twenty-two, "l\1a..k H said.
Like his father, Mark H missed a lot of school and eventually dropped out.
Now nineteen .vears old, he is struggling to catch up on his education "A lot of
my friends worked the fields. and a lot dropped out. I was supposed tl:) graduate
last year and I didn't. ..I 1!'ould tell kids just to finish school. You c,,!n't get a
good job without a diploma. With a diploma you can go to I:.'ollege. Yt:)U get
more options. ,,'

Two years ago, when he ~~'as fzfteen, Benjamin c. cut his finger badly with a
broccoli-harvesting knife. "That knife was so sharp, " he said, showin.l~ a

three-inch long scar running the length of his finger. Instead of takinJ~
Benjamin C. tG' a local hospital or clinic, the field supervisor sent hin;I' home to
his parents' house in Mexico,. from there, his parents took him to a MI?xican
hospital. This delayed by h..o or three hours his medical ca,"e, and al~;o
circumvented the employer's responsibility under workers' compensaj'ion law.
According to advocates, this is typical in the border region. "The foremen send
them off with tj~irty bucks to Mexico, "said one.

In the fields, the United States is like a developing country.2

Agricultural work is the most hazardous and grueling area of employment open to children in the United
States.J. It is also the least protected.

Hundreds of thousands of children and teens labor each year in fields, orchards, arl.d packing sheds
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Researcher,

Weare grateful to the many people and organizations who offered their assistanlce and expertise in
connection with this report, not all of whom can be named. In particular, we thank: Diane Mull of the
Association of Farmworker Opportunity Programs; Darlene Adkins oj:" the Natic:lnal Consumers League
Child Labor Coalition; Elnrna Torres, Coordinator of Bridges in Friendship: A I.)roject of the Border
Health Foundation; Gary Restaino, former staff attorney of Communi1:y Legal SI~rvices in Phoenix;
Rupert Sandoval, Coordinator of the Arizona Interagency Farmworkers Coalition; David Dick and Maria
Elena Badilla of Pinal-Gila Legal Aid Society; Janice Porter and Sister Emily G,~zich of Aguila,
Arizona; Blanca Rodrigul~z, United Farm Workers attorney in Sunnyslde, Washlngton; Gina Lombardi
of the National Center for Farmworker Health; Michelle Gonzalez An.oyo ofthl: Labor Occupational
Health Program at the University ofCalifomia in Berkeley; and Dr. Marion Mo;.;es of the Pesticide
Information Center. Dr. John Arnold of Project PPEP in Tucson offer(~d great ~;sistance by putting us in
touch with several other Project PPEP staff members-teachers Karen I.lowe, Jimmy Pruitt, and Doug
Davidson, and regional directors Augie Zaragoza and Raoul Salazar-a:ll of WhOn!l were extremely helpful
and to whom we give our heartfelt thanks.

Many government officials gave graciously of their time, sharing information arid responding to our
queries. Our thanks to: Corlis Sellers, Libby Hendrix, and Esther LaPlante oftht:: U.S. Department of
Labor; Marcos Cordoba of the Arizona Department of Economic Security; Art II1oreios of the Industrial
Commission of Arizona; JFrank Zamudio of the Arizona Department of Agriculture; Kevin Keaney of the
Environmental Protection Agency; and Cindy O'Hara of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission.

The Natural Resources D(~fense Council's excellent report; "Trouble on the Farol.: Growing up with
Pesticides in Agricultural Communities," was invaluable to our report and is cit{:d numerous times. We
gratefully acknowledge the NRDC and author Dr. Gina Solomon for this outstarlding contribution, as
well as their ongoing work aimed at protecting children from pesticides. We als<:1 acknowledge the
National Research Council and the Institute of Medicine for their comprehensivl: 1998 book, Protecting
Youth at Work, cited frequently in our report

Above all, Human Rights Watch would like to thank all of the children and youtl1 who shared their
experiences with us, making this report possible. In order to protect th(~ir privac), all of their names have
been changed except where otherwise noted.
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across the United States. l'hey pick lettuce and cantaloupe, weed cotton fields, anI.! bag produce. They
climb rickety ladders into cherry orchards, stoop low over chili plants, atld "pitch" heavy watermelons
for hours on end. Many begin their work days-either in the fields or en route to th(: fields-in the middle
of the night. Twelve-hour workdays are common.

These hardworking youth labor under more dangerous conditions than tlleir conternporaries ,,-orking in
nonagricultural settings. T:hey are routinely exposed to dangerous pesticides, some:times working in
fields still wet with poison, often given no opportunity to wash their hands before ,~ating lunch. They risk
heat exhaustion and dehydration, as their employers fail to provide enou;gh water, 'i)r any at all. They
suffer injuries from sharp Jrnives, accidents with heavy equipment, falls :Crom laddt:rs. Repetiti,-e motions
in awkward and punishing poses can interfere with the proper growth of their bodi~s. Lack of
sleep-because they are working too many hours-interferes with their schooling and increases their
chances of injury. Depression affects them more often than other minors" a reflectir)fi of the cumulative
stresses and burdens in their young lives. Only 55 percent of them will gJ~aduate fr(lm high school.

Fannworker youth face persistent wage exploitation and fraud. One-third of those interviewed bv
Human Rights Watch repolrted earnings that were significantly less than 1mnimum wage. Some ~arned
only two or three dollars art hour.

Incredibly, these juvenile ~rorkers are protected less under United States .law than 2ire juveniles \\-orking
in safer occupations. Under the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), childrt:n workinj~ on farms ma~' be
employed at a younger age than other working children-twelve (even younger unde r some
circumstances) as opposed to fourteen. Employers may also work them for longer tours-in agriculture,
there is no limit to the number of hours a child may work. In all other occ:upations, children under the
age of sixteen are limited to three hours of work a day when school is in session. No)t only that. but the
FLSA does not require oveJ1ime pay for agricultural work it does for oth~:r occupations. Finall~',
juveniles in agriculture may engage in hazardous work at the age of sixtec~n; for all other occupations,
the minimum age for hazardous work is eighteen.

The Fair Labor Standards Act claims to prohibit "oppressive child labor." Yet the FLSA permits
oppressive child labor in agriculture to continue. The FLSA's bias against farmworl,,:er children amounts
to de facto race-based discrilmination: an estimated 85 percent of migrant and seaso:l1al farmworkers
nationwide are racial minorities; in some regions, including Arizona, approximatel~,' 99 percent of
farmworkers are Latino..4 In addition to raising serious concerns under the: Equal Prl}tection clause of the
U.S. Constitution, this discrimination may violate numerous provisions ojfinternati4)nallaw.

It is discrimination in legal Jprotection-de jure discrimination against fannworker ch ildren as opposed to
other working children, witIl a doubly discriminatory effect against Latino children-that leads directly to
deprivation of other rights, most notably the right to education and the right to heal1h and safe~-. By
allowing agricultural employers to work children for unlimited hours, United States law severel)-
undermines their opportunity to participate fully in universal education. Longer hours worked also
increase the risk to children of pesticide exposure, repetitive-motion disabilities, fatigue and injuries, and
depression and substance abuse.

In addition, United States law and practice contravene various intemation::lllaw pro!~bitions on
exploitative and harmful work by children, including standards set by the Conventir'lfi on the Rights of
the Child. The United States appears to be headed toward noncompliance with the] 999 ILO Worst
Fomls of Child Labor Conv,ention as well, which will enter into force for the U.S. irl December 2000. It
requires that member goven1Inents prohibit and eliminate "the worst fomls of child labor." The Vnited
States is off to a dubious start in this regard, having claimed that it is alrea\dy in full compliance \\ith the
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convention and that no change to law or practice is necessary

The failings of the FLSA are not the only way that the United States If:aves its YI:)ung fannworkers
unprotected. Congress exI~mpts all fanns with fewer than eleven employees fronl enforcement of
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) regulations. ~Lhis affects many juvenile
fannworkers' well-being directly, compromising their right to a clean ~lnd safe work environment.

The Environmental Prote(;tion Agency (EP A), meanwhile, offers no gt'eater prot~ction from pesticide
contamination for child laborers than it does for adults. There is only ane set of regulations and
standards, which take as t~eir model the adult male body. The fact that children'~: bodies are typically
both smaller than adults' bodies and developmentally more vulnerable to pesticici.e-related damage has
not been addressed. The n~sults of this failure to protect children are potentially deadly and are emerging
daily all across the United States.

Even to the limited extent that U.S. laws do protect farmworker )"outh, they are not adequately enforced
The Department of Labor, charged with enforcing the child labor, wag(~ and how" provisions of the
FLSA, cited only 104 case:s of child labor violations in fiscal year 199B:. (Estimates are that there are
approximately one million violations related to child labor in u.S. agril:ulture eal.:h year.) The EPA
leaves enforcement of its 'Norker safety regulations to the individual sultes, but e:'cpresses little
confidence in their ability to perform this task. The Occupational Safet:y and Health Administration,
meanwhile, enforces its regulations in about half of the states, \\ith the other half enforcing their own
OSHA-approved "State Plans." Despite the fact that agriculture is secoJ1d only to mining as the most
hazardous occupation, a re:cent federal study found that OSHA de\ .oted less than 3 percent of its
inspections to agriculture. In Arizona, a State-Plan state, no farm inspe«::tions at all take place at the
initiative of the Industrial ~=ommission of Arizona, the enforcing agency.

The laws and enforcement practices of individual states are no better arid sometir:l1es worse. Many states
don't even have minimum age requirements for children working in agriculture. i'lll but a handful of
states perform no enforcement whatsoever regarding juvenile labor in agriculture

When violations are discovered and cited, growers frequently escape accountability by hiding behind the
fann labor contractors they employ. Farm labor contractors act essentially as midlilemen between the
growers and the workers. They are paid by growers to hire the necessar:v workers, get them to the job
site, ensure that the work i:; completed as desired, and pay the workers. When violations of the workers'
rights are discovered, the g;rowers frequently emerge untouched b~. [me:; and cita1 ions, on the grounds
that the fann labor contrac'tors and only the farm labor contractors are the worker;:.;' employers. For the
most part, enforcement age:ncies have acquiesced to the growers on this point. Be,cause farm labor
contractors often have littlc~ money and no liability insurance, the result is that jucigments and fines go
unpaid and the workers remain uncompensated. Even when growers ar(: cited an,! fined, however,
sanctions are minimal and insufficient to deter future wrongdoing.

The result of these weak laws and enforcement efforts is that, as a practical matte!~, farmworking
juveniles have second-clas;s status: they enjoy fewer rights than their non-farmworking peers and they
are exploited while the government looks the other way. They are ,-ulne:rable to ol~cupational injury and
illness because their jobs are dangerous; they are worked too hard because emplo:'rers don't have to limit
their hours; and they are urlderpaid because the growers and fann labor contractors can get away with it.

This report documents a wide range of troubling practices-some legal UJtlder cliffe nt, inadequate domestic
law, some blatantly illegal-that affect juvenile farmworkers. Most ofth(:se practices affect adult workers
too. It is the widespread exploitation of adult workers, in fact, that contlibutes to ihe precarious situation
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of their sons and daughters who also must work in the fields.

If adult farmworkers were paid a living wage-as of 1999, average yearly earnings 'Ivere less than
$7,500-then their children would be under less pressure to begin workin,g at such ~,'oung ages and for
such long hours. They wou:ld get more sleep and rest and more time to sl~udy. The)" would be less likely
to drop out of school and, vvith a high school diploma, would have more options a"tailable to them.

This report recommends numerous changes to U.S. law. Key among them: that Congress amend the Fair
Labor Standards Act to protect all working children equally. This mean~: imposin~l, for the fIrst time
ever, limits on the number of hours children aged fifteen and younger can work in agriculture when
school is in session.

Simultaneously with this, however, Congress and the administration mu~;t acknow.ledge that farmworker
families need assistance on all fronts. Enforcement of workers' rights, as:~urance of adequate housing,
increased availability of traditional and nontraditional education, free and accessible health care, and
other assistance as necess~y-these are the minimum conditions necessary to ensur,r~ that all children in
the United States, including the children of agricultural laborers, have tht~ possibiliity of a safe, dignified,
and healthy start in life.

This report is based on interviews with more than thirty farmworker juveniles, mo~;t of them in Arizona,
as well as with dozens of fam1worker advocates and experts both in Arizona and niltionally. The report
also draws upon government officials in the areas of labor, agriculture, al1d health ~md safety. Except
where otherwise noted, all names of farmworker children interviewed have been changed in this report
for the protection of privacy and to guard against employer retaliation.

1 This and all other children's naJnes have been changed, except where otherwise noted.

2 Darlene Adkins, Coordinator, Child Labor Coalition. Human Rights Watch telephont: interview, January 25, 1999. The
Child Labor Coalition, comprised offifiy member organizations, is part of the National Consumers League.

3 Mining, the most dangerous occupation in the country, is not open to those under the age of eight~en. Agriculture is the
second-most dangerous occupation overall.

4 In the United States, "Latino" rl~fers to people of Latin American ancestry.
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II. RECOMMENDATIONS

Human Rights' Watch makes thefollowing recommendation'!' regardin,~ the
protection of jm'enile farmworkers in the United States and urges their
adoption as soon as possible:

To The United States Congress

.The Fair Labor Standards Act should be amended to increase the protection extended to juveniles
working in agriculture. Such protection should conform with that offered to other ,vorking children in
the United States and bring it into accord with international standards for the protel:~tion of children.
Specifically, the act should be amended to:

.Prohibit the employment of children aged thirteen and younger in agriculture, exc~pt for those working
on farms owned and operated by their parents.

.Limit the number of hours; that children aged fourteen and fifteen can le,gally WOrli: in agriculture to:
three hours a day on a school day and eighteen hours a week during a school week; eight hours a day on
a nonschool day and forty hours a week when school is not in session.

.Prohibit before-school agricultural work by children aged fifteen and younger. (Cl.1ffentl)", there are no
restrictions on early-morning agricultural work, although in nonagricultural occupations such work is
forbidden for under-sixteen-year olds.)

Raise the minimum age for hazardous agricultural work to eighteen.

.In addition, The Fair Labor Standards Act should be amended to impose on sixtee'1 and seventeen-year
olds enrolled full time in school the same hourly restrictions on employment that al:'ply to those fifteen
and younger.

° Regarding application of the Occupational Safety and Health Act, CongJ°ess shou}':l halt its yearly

approval of a rider exempting farms with ten or fewer employees from O~;HA jurisl:lictiono

.Congress must address the educational and vocational needs of farmworkers. This is urgent,
particularly for those juveniles who have already dropped out of school. 1'he nation:u program created
for farmworker youth under the Workforce Investment Act of 1998 should be adeqlLately funded to
enable states to assist farmv..orker youth in completing their education and securing meaningful job
training and placement assi~itance.

To the Wage and Hour Di\ision, United States Department of Labor
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.The Wage and Hour Division should dramatically increase agricultural workplal:e inspections targeting
child labor and minimum ""age violations. All violators should be sanctioned to 1he fullest extent of the
law. Furthermore, serious, repeat, and willful violators should be active:ly publici:~ed as such, both for
deterrence purposes and to educate the public regarding child labor rigllts.

.The Wage and Hour Division should utilize The Fair Labor Standards Act's "ho1: goods" provision,
which prohibits the interstate movement of goods produced in violation of child] abor or minimum wage
laws, whenever possible, filvoring it over the traditional course of citations and re:latively insignificant
civil money penalties.

.Joint liability between farm labor contractors and growers should be pursued wherever possible in cases
where a farm labor contractor has been found in violation of federal law.

.The Wage and Hour Divi~;ion should initiate immediately a program of concerteli collaboration with
state child labor enforcement agencies and other child protection bodies. Such collaboration should
encompass data-gathering ~md dissemination, the prioritization of enforl:;ement go als, and strategies for
achieving those goals according to available state and federal resources. At an ab5:0lute minimum, WHD
should collect and review state enforcement data so as to determine the most urgetlt federal priorities and
whether duplication of efforts is occurring.

.The Wage and Hour Division should collect, maintain, and disseminat~ statistic~: regarding thefollowing:

.The number of children working in agriculture, disaggregated by age and state al1d, to the extent
possible, by race and ethnicity;

.The number of children i~jured while working in agriculture each year, disaggreJ~ated by the type and
severity of injury;

The number of children sit~kened each year by occupational exposure to pesticidt:s.

To The Occupational SafE~ty and Health Administration (OSHA), United Sta11es Department of
Labor, and to "State-Plan" States

.OSHA should vigorously I~nforce the Field Sanitation Regulations, whi~ch requir{: employers to provide
workers with drinking water, toilets, and handwashing facilities. Such eJuorcemeIJ1 must be proactive
and include agency-initiated, unannounced inspections.

.OSHA should require that all states enforcing OSHA-approved "State ]:>lans" do :;0 in a vigorous
manner, including frequent unannounced inspections.

.In all cases involving farn1labor contractors, both federal OSHA and State-Plan :'itates should initiate a
policy of pursuing joint liab,ility between fann labor contractors and gro'Ners.

.Both federal OSHA and State-Plan states should encourage other state and federc.l agencies to report all
violations observed in the field; upon receipt of such information OSHA. should iDllllediately inspect the

workplace in question.

Both federal OSHA and S1:ate-Plan states should collect, maintain, and make avalable annual statistics
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regarding:

.The number of inspections carried out at agricultural workplaces;

.Whether those inspections were agency-initiated, were in response to i)uormatioII received from other
agencies, or were the result of worker complaints; and

.The results of the inspections, including abatements, citations, and fines.

.Both federal OSHA and ~;tate-Plan states should launch aggressive public education campaigns
regarding field sanitation regulations; these campaigns should include toll-free nurllbers where workers
and others can report complaints by telephone.

To The Environmental Protection Agency

The Worker Protection S1:andard should be amended to:

Impose a minimum age of eighteen for all pesticide handlers;

.Revise restricted-entry in1:ervals (RBIs), which prohibit entry into an ar(:a treated llY pesticides for a
specified period of time following the application of the chemicals. The revised RE'Is should distinguish
between adults and childre:n and impose more stringent REIs for children. The revi~}ed REIs also should
incorporate an additional s;uety margin on top of what is determined neo~ssary to ensure short and
long-term safety, and should take into account the combined effect ofbO1~h occuparonal and
non-occupational exposures. The EP A currently uses an acute illness model that does not protect
workers from long-term, cllfonic effects of pesticides.

.The EP A should closely monitor states' enforcement of the Worker Pro1:ection Sta tldard and related
pesticide regulations to ensure that such enforcement is vigorous and me:mingful.

.The EP A should expand its program to educate workers regarding the Vvorker Protection Standard, and
should ensure that materials used are culturally, age, and language appropriate.

.The EP A should ensure ttlat state agencies responsible for enforcement of EP A re,~lations are staffed
by a sufficient number oftr'ained, bilingual (Spanish and English) compliance offic~rs. Training should
be offered to state compliwlce officers on an as-needed basis.

.The EP A should collect, maintain, and make available state enforcemel1lt statistics regarding
farmworkers and pesticide safety.

To All States

State child labor laws sho"uld be at least as protective as federal standards.

.All states should set or raise the minimum age for agricultural work to ~.t least fou:1een, with the
exception of children working on farms owned and operated by their par(~nts.
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III. ADOLESCENT F A.RMWORKERS IN THE UNITED ST A TI~S: El'-n.~:\NGERMENT AND
EXPLOITATION

Introduction

Nobody knows how many adolescents work in agriculture in the United States. Tille General Accounting
Office recently cited an es1:imate of 300,000 fifteen to seventeen-year olds workrng in agriculture each
year, while acknowledgin£: that "methodological problems. ..likely result in an lmdercounting of the
total number."l This estimate excludes those fourteen and under; in fact, children under fourteen are not
included in any nationally-based surveys of farmworkers. The United FcLrm ",. orkers union estimates that
there are 800,000 child farm\vorkers in the United States. These estimates includ(' both children working
as hired laborers and children working on their parents' farms-a much smaller gro up. This report focuses
on children working as hired laborers.

Farmworkers aged sevente'en and younger-all considered children under U.S. and internationalla~can
be found working all acro5is the country. Particularly large populations of farn1\\"o rkers live and work in
California, Texas, Florida, Washington, and Arizona. Migrant streams travel up each year through the
Midwest, the eastern seaboard, and into New York. Virtually no state is without c:hild labor in
agriculture, and certainly no state is without its fruits, as the produce that is har\"e sted and packed by
youngsters' hands may tra,;el thousands of miles to grocery store shelve:).

Farmworker interviews cited in this report took place primarily in ArizGlna, the Ulttited States'
third-largest producer of vegetables and citrus. In addition to being a "bilSe state". a state with a
significant resident farrn\\"orker population-Arizona is also one of sever:al "sourCt' states," states from
which migrant streams flo\v seasonally up and out into other parts of the coun~-. Approximately
100,000 people work as farm laborers in Arizona.

Human Rights Watch interviewed both migrant and seasonal agricultur.li worker:,; for this report.
Migrant workers are those \vhose work requires them to be absent overnight from their permanent place
of residence; in practice, many may be absent from their permanent homes for ml:mths at a time.
Seasonal agricultural workers are those whose work does not require an overnigl:lt absence from their
permanent residences. Th(~ combined total of migrant and seasonal famlworkers :m the United States is
estimated at four million):

Although our field researc:h was concentrated in Arizona, the problems we encoumtered are national in
scope and were corroborated by experts in various other states. Laws governing c:hild labor in agriculture
are inadequate and out of date, enforcement is lax, and sanctions agains:t violator) are insignificant. The
differential treatment of children working in agriculture as opposed to c;hildren "orking in other
occupations is indefensible and discriminatory.
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Children come to agricululfe at varying ages. Reports of children as yolmg as fow or five working
alongside their parents are not uncommon.~ Full time agricultural work" whether <luring school vacations
and weekends or year-round, usually begins in early adolescence. The majority of workers interviewed
for this report began workiing in the fields between the ages of thirteen Emd fifteen A recent California
study also reported thirteen to fifteen as the most common ages at which children )egin agricultural
work,2 and a Florida study found most young farrnworkers began working by the iLge of fourteen.lQ

Farm work is low-paid, exhausting, stigmatized, and often dangerous. Agricultura! workers labor under
extreme weather conditions, from pre-dawn cold to intense desert heat, where temperatures are
commonly well above 100 degrees Fahrenheit. Their work is physically demandin~, requiring sustained
strength, endurance, and coordination.

Twelve-hour days -are routine, as are six and seven-day work weeks. During peak }larvesting seasons,
children may work fourteen, sixteen, or even eighteen hours a day, seven days a wl~ek. Whether paid by
the hour or on the basis of piece-rates, they are not paid overtime wages..the law does not require it.

Children undertake farm work because their families are extremely poor and no otl.ler work is available.
Those who live near towns leap at the chance to work instead at a fast-food restaUJ'ant or supermarket.
Those in rural areas often have literally no other employment opportunities availal' Ie.

Farmworker Poverty

An intergenerational cycle of poverty plagues farnlworkers. Most parents of fam1~orker children are
themselves farmworkers. The average annual income for a two-earner farm worker family is just over
$14,000 a year, 11 well below the official federal poverty level, which was $16,700 in 1999.11 These low

earnings make it difficult for farmworker parents to meet their family's needs, which in turn puts
pressure on their children to earn money as soon as possible-usually in tIle fields. }.iJI of the juveniles
interviewed by Human Rights Watch were children of farnlworkers. All of them bt::gan working either in
order to help their family meet their basic needs or in order to take care of their OW 11 needs-for example,
buying clothes for school-because their parents were too poor to do so.

The earnings of both adult :md child fann laborers are low for several reasons. To l)egin with,
agricultural work pays poorly: hourly rates are rarely higher than minimum wage-$ 5.15 as of June
2000-while piece-rate wage:s under the best of conditions rarely result in an hourly wage above
$7.00-and often result in aIJl hourly wage significantly below minimum vrage, espe(:ially for children.
Overtime wages are not paid, as federal law exempts agriculture from th:lS requirenlent. Furthermore
because the work is seasonal and workers usually must move to follow tJ1e crops, vreeks and even
months may go by during v/hich no income at all is brought in.

According to fannworker advocates and workers themselves, unscrupulous emplo)ers further cut away
at earnings with the following common practices:

Not paying the workers for their last two weeks of work at the end ofth.e season;

.Withholding social securi1:y payments, but then pocketing the money instead of reporting it to the
federal government;

.Deducting from workers' pay the cost of work-related equipment provided by the ~mployer, including
safety equipment that the government requires employers to provide;
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.Deducting from workers' pay the supposed costs of providing worker housing (which fewer and fewer
employers do). One Arizona employer, for example, reportedly deducted from his workers' pay the entire
cost of his ranch's use of electricity, despite the fact that the workers liv(:d in shac]i:s lighted with a single
bulb each;

.Deducting from workers' pay a fee for transporting them to and from fiLe work sil:e. For some workers,
transportation time and expenses represent a huge burden. Workers tran:;ported from the Yuma area of
Arizona to the agricultural area west of Phoenix, for example, travel two and a hal f hours each way, for
which they reportedly pay ~G 12 of their $40 daily wage.

.Failing to provide drinking water as required by law, and then selling vvorkers soda or beer for $1 or
$1.50 each.

Vulnerability of Farmworkers

Children, being inexperienced and often unassertive, are even more vulnerable to \Nage exploitation than
are adults. It is important to note, though, that all farmworkers, especially those nc:,t unionized or
otherwise organized,ll are very vulnerable to exploitation and abuse. D(:spite the )'ecurring push by
growers and some politicians for a "guestworker" program to bring in more farm"orkers from other
countries-primarily Mexico-from the workers' perspective there is already an abundance of labor
competing for the same grueling jobs. "There is lots of mistreatment at work by th!~ farm labor
contractors, by the foremen. They know if they kick one person out, there will be ten more waiting to
take the job," explains Effi1na Torres, coordinator of a border health initiative and a member of the
National Advisory Council on Migrant Health. "So the workers don't complain. Anything is better thannojob."l:! '

The dismal state of the Mexican economy is another factor in the compe:tition for i:lgricultural jobs in the
United States. As of early :~OOO, the daily minimum wage in Mexico was equivaletlt to approximately
four U.S. dollars.J2

Workers are further vulnerable because of language barriers, as many do not speaJ,,~ English, unfamiliarity
with U.S. worker protection laws and how to obtain assistance, and geoJ~aphical isolation. Many
farmworkers work and liv~: in areas that are hours from the nearest city ~md far rerl10ved even from
towns. "It's a whole different world," said Amelia Lopez, a former outreach workt:r in western Arizona.
"There is no one there. Tht~re is no housing. They [the workers] don't have anyon~: to back them up. ...I
encountered a lot of peoplt~ with blisters on their hands and with health issues frort} pesticides. When
they confronted their employer they were rued-gone the next day."lQ

In areas where a single grower is the only employer, control over workers can be intense, even in their
nonworking hours. Several advocates and government employees told Human Ril~ts Watch that they
had been denied access to certain growers' lands, and that workers were too intimiidated to speak to them
even when off the propert)T of the grower.

Investigator Frank Zamudio of the Arizona Department of Agriculture's Pesticide Worker Safety
program was denied access to Pavich Farms, a prominent organic grape grower; l:le had to threaten to get
a search warrant before he was finally allowed onto the land. "The situa,tion there is hostile, suspicious,"
he said. "Workers won't talk [to government workers] on the premises."ll

Human Rights Watch witnessed employer intimidation of workers duritlg a visit 110 the town of Aguila,
Arizona, which is surroun,ded by the cantaloupe fields of Martori Farrn~;/Eagle Pri)duce, Inc., operating
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on land leased from the state of Arizona. Marton is virtually the only employer in Aguila-"you either
work with them [Marton] or you don't work," according to former outre;ach work(:r Amelia Lopez. Two
adolescent girls took Hum~m Rights Watch to see the company-owned s:lngle bamlcks room where their
family of six had previously lived-a tiny hot room with a battered old schoollocktr, a stained mattress,
and thousands of flies swarming outside. Upon our return to the girls' house, we ltarned that a Marton
Farms employee had come by the house to warn the girls' parents-both of whom ~,'ork for Marton-that
the company "could take ftle girls to court" for their association with us.

Farm Labor Contractors

Fann labor contractors are central to the structure of agricultural production in the United States. Fann
labor contractors range in size from single individuals to large corporations. Undei contract to a grower,
a fann labor contractor typjcally is responsible for hiring and overseeing the workc:~rs and ensuring that
the work-planting, pruning" weeding, harvesting, etc.-is completed satisfactorily. I: ann labor contractors
usually are paid a lump sum by the growers, which they then use to secUJ~e labor a!: needed.

Government agencies and s:ome courts often operate on the assumption that on/}' tJle farm labor
contractor, and not the grower, is the employer of the farmworker. Either the empl,)yer or the farm labor
contractor might set the rate at which wages will be paid, but it is the fanlllabor contractor who recruits
and contracts with the workers, pays the wages, is responsible for payrol:l deductiotls, and often
transports the workers to the work site each day (usually for a fee). Where a farm 13.bor contractor is
used, the grower may have no direct contact with the workers.

This arrangement is problematic in that it allows growers to evade responsibility in the event of wage
disputes, health and safety '/iolations, or other unfair or illegal practices. Often, a ~:rower who utilized a
farm labor contractor can a'/oid responsibility for illegal acts and omissions on the grounds that the farm
labor contractor, and not thc~ grower, was the "employer." Farm labor contractors generally have fewer
resources than growers and are less likely to satisfy judgments or fines that have b{~en levied against
them. They are more likely to be un- or underinsured. Farm labor contractors can also be very flexible.
Although prohibited by law, it is not unusual for farm labor contractors to evade re:sponsibility for
violations by closing down operations, only to later resume under a different name for example by using
a relative as a fraudulent front-person in the Department of Labor certification pro(::ess.

Health and Safety Risks

Children working in agriculture face an alarming array of dangers. On a daily basi~; they may be exposed
to carcinogenic pesticides, dramatically unsanitary conditions, heat-relatf:d illnesse s, and hazardous
equipment. Their immature and still-growing bodies are more vulnerable than adults' bodies to systemic
damage, and their lack of e}(perience makes them more susceptible to acc:idents an,d work-related
sicknesses.

Despite their greater vulnerability, children are afforded no more protection than adults-to the contrary,
they essentially receive less protection, in that health and safety standards now in place have been
formulated with adults in mind. The Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) pe:;jticide reentry
intervals (REIs) for exampll~-which set the minimum period of time that 'workers nlust be kept out of a
field after pesticides have bt~en applied-are determined using the model of a 154-pound male.~ Nor do
Occupational Safety and Health Administration standards take into accolmt the sp~~cial risks facing

children.l2.

Pesticides
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When I was foiurteen I worked in the fields for two weeks, c,!Jopping t}i'e weeds
around the colton plants. ...I woke up one night, I couldn 't breathe,. I was
allergic to something they were spraying in the fields. I stopped breathing. ..I
tried to drink l-vater but I couldn't so I ran into my mom's room 'cause I didn't
have no air in me and I was like [wheezing gasps] trying to get air in there but
Icouldn't. ..

At the hospital they said I was allergic to something out there. ..son;lething
they were spr~ying. ...They sprayed the fields in the morning. We'd !)e out
there when th~y were doing it, or when they were leaving, or we coul({ see them
doing other fields. They'd spray by plane. -Richard M., sev(:nteen years old~

On June 27, 1 ~197, seventeen-year-old migrant farmworker .Jos- Anto 'lio
Casillas collapsed and died while riding his bike near his home in rural Utah.
Emergency workers found white foam streamingfrom his nose. According to
Jos- 's uncle, t)1e day before he died the boy had been soaked with pes ticide
sprayedfrom Gr tractor; a week earlier he had also been sprayed, while working
in a peach orci1ard. After the second spraying he showed symptoms oJI"severe
pesticide poisoning, including vomiting, sweating, diarrhea and head,:lches. He
had received no training from his employer regarding pestic:,ide dangtrs and
the symptoms £if exposure, and reportedly slept in his pesticide-soake({ clothing

the night before his death..fl

Exposure to pesticides is a :5erious risk to all fannworkers. The Environrnental Pro tection Agency
estimates that as many as 300,000 fannworkers suffer pesticide poisoning each yeliI,.f1 while the Natural
Resources Defense Council estimates as many as 40,000 physician-diagi"lOsed poi~;onings occur each
year.ll Only a small percentage of pesticide-related illnesses are reported to govenlInent or health

officials.M

Few studies have been und(~rtaken regarding pesticide exposure levels arnong agri(:ultural workers-and
none regarding juvenile fannworkers-but those that have show high rate~; of contro llnation. Workers in
Washington apple orchards, for example, were found to have sixteen times more p~sticide residue in

their urine than their nonfarmworker neighbors.~

Thousands of pesticides are: registered with the EPA and currently in use in U.S. fi,,~lds.;;Q Three hundred

and fifty are registered for llse on food crops.ll At least 101 are probable: or possib le human

carcinogens.~ In addition to cancer, pesticide exposure has been linked repeatedly to brain damage,

endocrine (hormone) disruption, and birth defects.2;.2

The risks are particularly ac:ute for children. In 1998, the Natural Resources Defen:;e Council (NRDC)
released Trouble on the Farm: Growing Up with Pesticides in Agricultu,"al Comm:lnities, a
comprehensive report detailing the dangers to children of pesticide exposure. Accrlrding to the NRDC:

Children and iIuants are uniquely at risk from pesticides bo1h because of
physiological susceptibility and greater relative exposme. ...JQ

[T]heir bodies cannot efficiently detoxify and eliminate chemicals, thc::ir organs
are still grOwiIJlg and developing, and ...they have a longer lifetime tl) develop
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health complications after an exposure. [Furthermore], chilclren are
disproportionately exposed to pesticides compared with adults due to their
greater intake of food, water, and air per unit of body weightJ.l

Children and adults working in the fields may be exposed to pesticides Ul a varie" of ways, including:
working in a field where pesticides have recently been applied; breathin~: in pesticide "drift" from
adjoining or nearby fields; working in a pesticide-treated field without appropriat protective gear, such
as gloves and masks; eating with pesticide-contaminated hands; eating contamina d fruits and
vegetables; and eating in a pesticide-contaminated field. Fields are typic~Llly spray ,d with pesticides on a
weekly basis.J2;

Workers may also be exposed to pesticides if they drink from, wash their hands, ot ' bathe in irrigation

canals or holding ponds, where pesticides can accumulate. Despite the fact that su h practices are

commonly reported and known to occur frequently, the pesticide level of irrigatio canals and holding
ponds is not monitored..?].

Immediate signs of acute pesticide poisoning include nausea, vomiting, diarrhea,
1 heeZing, rashes, headaches, and dizziness.M Long-term consequences may include childhood leuk mia, kidney tumors,

brain tumors, brain damage, and learning and memory problems.~

Many of the children interviewed by Human Rights Watch reported bein1~ exposed to pesticides and
experiencing one or more symptoms of pesticide exposure, most commoJuy headal..hes, nausea and
vomiting, rashes, and dizziness. Some were subjected to pesticide drift when adjac nt fields were
sprayed while they were working. Others noticed the smell of pesticides in the fiel s where they worked
and saw residue on leaves.

When they sprayed-usually once a week-we would leave the field for Jralf an
hour. I I

Once they sprayed the field right next to where we were worJcing. we f l got

horrible headaches. One woman was vomiting. The foreman sent her orne, but

the rest of us had to keep working.

-Damaris A.,IJlineteen y~ars old.,1§.

We would smell pesticides once in awhile in the fields. We vvould get
headaches and rashes. Red and itchy rashes allover our hands and wrl, ts. For
two or three days the rash would stay. We would tell our sup'~rvisors, d they
would say "it's normal-it's from the plants." We know it's not from the plants!
But we'd have to keep working anyway.

-Dina V j, nineteen years oldll

None of the youth interviewed for this report had received training regarding ther gers of pesticides,
safe usage, preventive measures, or what to do in the event of exposure. ~:uch trai 'ng is required by the
Worker Protection Standard of the EP A.~

Some of the teens interviewed did not even know what pesticides were. Javier P., tho began working in
cotton and onion fields at the age of fourteen, responded to a question about pestic~des by saying,
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"Pesticides? Was that the medicine they put on [the crops]? No, I don't know an~1hing about that.":l2

Others were unaware of the dangers and symptoms of pesticide poisoning. A fi
~ en_Year old girl, for

example, reported that many of her friends had become sick and thrOWtl up whil picking strawberries.

She attributed these illnesses, however, to "lots of germs on the fruit," ~md said er friends "got the flu
from working in strawberries.".4Q

Human Rights Watch spoke with a boy who, when he was sixteen year:; old, spe t a summer using a
pesticide backpack sprayer to treat weeds growing in the com fields of :3. local I downer. Twice a day,
three times a week, he mixed the pesticide and then sprayed it to cover the wee' leaves. Asked if he
wore gloves, a mask, or any protective clothing, he waved his hand dismissively and said "Naw ..." The
landowner had told him it ''"as nothing to worry about.::li

The Fair Labor Standards Act enumerates "Exposure to agricultural chemicals cl sified as Category I or
II of toxicity" as hazardous agricultural conditions. Accordingly, on a f~LrIn wher -the FLSA applies,
children aged fifteen and under are prohibited from handling category I and cate ,ory II pesticides. They
may still handle pesticides of lower toxicity, while juveniles aged sixte~:n and ok er work without any
pesticide-related restrictions.

The EPA's Worker Protection Standard regulates workers' involvement with pes icides. It requires,
among other things, the training of all workers involved in mixing or applying p sticides, and the use of
protective equipment and clothing when handling pesticides. It does not set any inimum age
requirement for mixing or applying pesticides. A separate EP A regulation sets re .cted-entry intervals.
REIs are no more stringent for juveniles than for adults, despite the heig;htened .k of juveniles to suffer
pesticide-related illnesses or injuries. .

Although there have been ,-err few studies to date regarding pesticide eJ(posure ong children and
youth working in agriculture, the data that do exist suggest that such exposure is ommonplace. A 1990
study of migrant farmv.-orker children in New York State found that mOJre than 4 percent had worked in
fields still wet with pesticides, and 40 percent had been sprayed with pe:)ticides, ither directly from crop
duster airplanes or indirectly from drift..4l

Juvenile fannworkers, as is the case with all fannworkers, have very little power to protect themselves
from the danger of pesticides or other health risks in the fields. If they complain ey are likely to be, at
best, ignored. At worst, they will be fired. "I encountered a lot of people with bli ters and
[pesticide-related] health issues," an outreach worker told Human Right:) Watch. "'When they confronted
their fann labor contractor or employer they were fired-gone the next day. ".41

Children's cumulative exposure to pesticides from all sources, including food, "'"iter, dust, and air, is
already a source of concern for health professionals.1.'! Additional exposure in th fields makes the risk
more urgent still.

Children who live on or near agricultural land, or whose families work in the fie~ s ...are likely to be

the most pesticide-exposed subgroup in the United States... ...Many of the chit en with the greatest

pesticide exposures are from migrant farmworker families. ..[F]arm cttildren fa e particularly
significant health risks.~

Under pressure from a varlet)" of medical, scientific, farmworker, and ch.ildren's~d"OCaCy organizations,
the EPA is evaluating current protections for children and assessing their adequa )'. "We're concerned
that children may be a special population in need," an EP A official acknowledge( to Human Rights
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Watch..4.§. To date, though, the EPA has not taken concrete steps to incr(:ase the Pt otection of juveniles
working in agriculture or other children living on or near farms.

Sanitation

Drinking water~ water for hand washing~ and toilet facilities are the minimum s itation requirements
imposed by OSHA on farms. Even these minimal requirements~ howev(~r~ are oft n ignored by growers
and by the farm labor contractors who bring in workers. Furthermore~ Congress p ohibits enforcement of
these regulations on farms with ten employees or less~ essentially exempting sm I farms from having to
protect their workers' most basic health and dignity requirements..4I An estimated 95 percent of all
United States farms fall under this exemption.~

State occupational- safety and health requirements may be more or less stringent tl federal, or more
stringent in some respects but less protective in others. In Arizona, for example, s te occupational safety
and health requirements apply to all farms with five or more employees, thereby vering many more
workers than does federal OSHA.1.9. On the other hand, Arizona state re!~lations 4 nly require one toilet

for every forty workers, as opposed to the federal OSHA requirement of one toile1 per twenty workers.,2Q

Nearly all of the children interviewed by Human Rights Watch for this rl~port Sai~ that they had worked

in fields or orchards where one or more of these three basic requirement:;-drinkin water, hand-washing

facilities, and toilet facilities-was not met. Similar findings "'"ere reported in Cali~ rnia and North
Carolina surveys by others.~

Lack of Toilet Facilities

In Arizona, comments regarding toilet facilities included

Portapotties? [Laughs.] No. Every place I've ever been, YOl4'just take\ tissue

paper and find a hole.

-.~ohn P., age eighteen~

No, I never saw a portapotty...iJ. I wouldn't expect a porta potty

-RicikY N., age seventeen~

They [portapotties} are too nasty to use. Sometimes they're i'1ear, som ~ times they're far, but it doesn't matter because no one }1'ill use them anyway Even at

the beginning of the season they're horrible. You either have to find a other

spot or hold it, I usually try to hold it.

-S~lvia R., age eighteen~

A top official of the Occupational Safety and Health Division of the Indu.strial Cor ission of
Arizona-often referred to as "state OSHA" or "Arizona OSHA"-told Hunlan Righ Watch that a lack of

toilets was, together with a lack of drinking cups, the "biggest complaint in the fie ds."~
Notwithstanding this, the same official also reported that his agency, which is resp nsible for enforcing
state sanitation regulations, does not do farm inspections on its own initiative and I oes not do surprise
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inspections.,)1 He was unable to provide Human Rights Watch with sta1:istics reg~Tding citations for
sanitation-related violations in agriculture. I I

Lack of usable toilet facilities is unsanitary and contributes to the spread of par~ itic infection among
workers. It can also be particularly dangerous and humiliating for girls imd wornl n, in that it leaves them
with the unpleasant choice of either public urination-more obvious and awkward for females-or urinary
retention. Urinary retention is a cause of urinary tract infections, which are suffe ed by farmworkers at a
higher rate than the general population.~ A desire to avoid urination may also lead workers to limit their
fluid intake, with potentially grave, even deadly, consequences.

Lack of Handwashing Facilities

Both federal and state occupational safety and health laws require agricultural ei pIOyerS to provide their
workers with soap and water for handwashing. Only about half of the teens inte riewed for this report

said that handwashing facilities were available at their work sites.

Being unable to wash their hands with soap and water increases fannworkers' ri of pesticide
poisoning. Pesticide residue on the plants transfers to workers' hands and anus, ,here it remains until
they are able to wash it off. If this is not possible while at work, their skin can reI ain contaminated for
twelve hours or more-ho\\"ever long it takes them to get home and wash-greatly rolonging their
pesticide exposure.

Unwashed hands also virtually guarantee that pesticides will be ingested when \\~ rkerS eat their lunch.
Workers typically break for thirty minutes for lunch, often sitting right in the fiel s to eat or moving to
the edges of the fields when shade is available. I !

There was no water for washing hands. Women on the pacl~ing tractt r can wear
gloves but when we picked we just used our hands. Then we would at our
lunch. There \vas no way to wash our hands first.

-Sylvia R., eighteen, discussing her work picking cantaloupes the previous sumnjer~

When employers don't pro\"ide handwashing facilities, workers may resort to Wa! hing in irrigation
ditches, which are unclean and often contaminated with fertilizer and pt:sticide n off.Q.Q Or the
employers or field supervisors may themselves provide dirty and contan1inated \\ ater to the workers.
"Occasionally farm labor contractors will get water from the ditches or drainage I.anals and put it in a
container as water for the employees to wash their hands with," reportecl a compl.ance supervisor with
Arizona's Occupational Safety and Health Division.21 Such water expo~;es work rs to dangerous
chemicals and to organic \vastes and parasites.

Lack of Drinking Water

Physical labor under hot conditions can rapidly overwhelm the body. Without at quate fluid intake and
rest, workers risk devastating dehydration and heat-induc~d illness, up to and in uding death. (Heat
illness is discussed in the following section.)

The U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration and the EnVin)nmental
~ rotection Agency recommend that workers laboring under hot weather conditions drink a minimun of eight ounces of

water every half-hour.~ Very high heat or humidity increases the amount ofreccrnrnended water, so

that, for example, a person working in 90 degree heat under a full sun should dri eight ounces of water
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every fifteen minutes.2l

Federal and state occupational safety and health laws require agricultw'al emplo ers to supply sufficient
amounts of cool water to their workers. M OSHA estimates "Sufficient" at "two 0 three gallons per

worker on a hot day ."~ Arizona requires a minimum of two gallons p{~r employe per day of "suitably
cool" water.QQ Only some growers and farm labor contractors comply with this r quirement. Many
provide inadequate amounts of water, water that is hot or warm, or no (irinking ~ ater at all.

Still others provide contaminated water. An Arizona farm was cited in 1997, for example, for providing
farmworkers with water contaminated by E. coli, dangerous and potentially fatal bacteria.§] An owner of
the business, Texas Hill Farms, confinned to state inspectors that canal water w being given to the
farm laborers; office workers were provided with different, uncontaminated wat r.~ The same farm was
also cited for failing to provide toilet and handwashing facilities to its a.gricultur workers. The Arizona
Industrial Commission Division of Occupational Safety and Health assl~ssed a to penalty against the
business of $2,250 ($1,250 for providing contaminated water and $1,000 for the ack of toilet facilities).

Many teens reported that their foremen or farm labor contractors would bring ont five or ten-gallon jug

to the work site; when it was gone, no more water was brought in.

We had to share water from one big jug. It wasn't enough. You COUlr ntt drink as

much as you wanted. Maybe twice a week we would run 011t of wate

completely.

An old man took us there [to the field] in the morning, set 11S up, thetwould come back in the afternoon to pick us up. If you ran out of'water, if ou passed

out, tough.

-R1~ky N., age seventeen22

Other young workers told Human Rights Watch that they had to bring tlleir own r nking water ,lQ Still

others bought beverages from co-workers or supervisors who, in lieu of providin water, sold sodas or

beer for $1.00 to $1.50 each.

The supervisors sold beer for one dollar each. Lots of supeIvisors~.this. People buy it because they are thirsty, not because they WaIlt to dri alcohol.

They [supervisors] also sell it to teenagers-whoever. They clon't care bout your
age. ...People might buy several beers in a shift.

-~lvia R., age eighteen:

[Some] farm labor contractors take out an ice chest filled w'ith coke, ! charge a dollar or a dollar-fifty for a Coke-this is economic exploitation. [Sell ng beer] is

a health and safety issue. i

-Art Morelos, CompliaJ1ce Supe~isor, Arizona OSHAll

Federal OSHA discourages consumption of soda by agricultural workers (the gasts make it difficult to
drink sufficiently large quantities of fluids) and warns strongly against the conswrPtion of alcohol:
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Alcohol affects the body's temperature-regulating capacities and incr, ages the
risk of heat-induced illness. ...Workers should be strongly urged n t to drink
any alcohol during hot weather before starting work and un1til the en of the
evening meal after work in order to give their body a chancl~ for full
replacement of all lost fluid.ll

In addition to the risk of dehydration and heat illness, on-the-job consunlption of lcohol increases the
risk of injury from heavy equipment, knives, hoes, ladders, and other faIming imI lements. A paralegal
told Human Rights Watch that a seventeen-year old boy was killed in early s er 1998 in the
cantaloupe fields near Aguila, a remote town northwest of Phoenix. He imd other workers on the crew
reportedly were drinking beer as they worked. Drunk, the boy slipped in front of t e melon conveyor
tractor and was kitled.1.4.

Hazardous Conditions; Work-Related Illnesses

Heat Illnesses

Heat illnesses can lead to death or brain-damage and are an ever-present danger fc~ field workers. The

EP A and OSHA estimate approximately 500 deaths annually from heat i[llnesses i the United States,n

Children are more susceptible to heat stress than adults.12

The following coroner's report of a fannworker's death illustrates the deadliness ~heat illness and the
difficulty in treating a worker once the illness has progressed to a critical stage. II

Received a call reporting that, female adult, 18, had been pronounc~ dead in
the Medical Intensive Care Unit by Dr. French at 13:59, Ma.y 30. II

The decedent had been taken to Hospital by her father at 14:30, May 28, after
collapsing while working in a cotton field. The exact location could 1 ot be
determined. Upon arrival at the hospital, the decedent had a rectal tel perature
of 107.5 degrees Fahrenheit. She was given oxygen and packed in ic(, and by
15:10 her temperature had dropped to 103.5. She was suffel1ng from seizures
and a constant flow of yellow, watery diarrhea. She was um'esponsivi the entire
time she was at the hospital and her pupils were three to four millim( ters wide.

She was transferred to the Medical Intensi,'e Care Unit, wh,ere effort: were
made to regulate her body temperature and it was reduced t:> 100.4 d grees
Fahrenheit. The seizures continued, however, and she began to have myocardial
and renal (heart and kidney) failure and disseminated intrav'ascular c, agulation
(blood clots throughout her body). She was on dialysis when she diec .

The decedent's family reported that she had been working iJ[l the fiel' r for three

days prior to her collapse. She had taken a t)ienol for a hea,dache aro d noon,

May 28, but immediately threw it up. I I
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The United States Weather Bureau reported that the high tc~mpera1 es for May

25 through May 28 were 93, 96, 102, and 107 degrees FahJ~enheit,

respectively,II I

Many of the young workers interviewed by Human Rights Watch had suffered fr m mild to moderate
heat illness, with symptoms including dizziness, headaches, nausea, and vomitin .Two reported
witnessing cases of heat illness-one of a sister, another of a boyfriend-slJ severe t at the affiicted person
was unable to work for an entire week "He had the heat inside him," described OJ e. "He was very pale
and throwing up." "He was sick from the sun."~

Musculoskeletal Trauma

The strenuous and often awkward labor of farmwork increases the risk of injurie: , including chronic
repetitive stress disorders and musculoskeletal trauma. Several teens told Human Rights Watch that they
suffered from chronic back and/or neck pain when they were working in the fields.

Early adolescence is a time of rapid growth, which makes teenage workers more lnerable than adults
to musculoskeletal disorders.1.9. Agricultural work in particular has been linked t musculoskeletal
trauma, due to the stresses on the body of constant bending, lifting, twisting, and ther awkward or
punishing work.~ Furthermore, because back pain is generally rare among adole: cents as a whole-and a
history of back pain is a risk factor for new back injuries-medical exper1s conclu e that "the long-term
consequences of back strains among adolescent workers are of substantial conce ."ll

Carbon Monoxide Poisoning Incident in Washington state

On July 25, 1997, approximately one hundred workers were poisoned b;{ carbon~ onOXide at a packing

plant in Washington state. Seven of these workers were fifteen years old or youn er and therefore

underage for packing plant employment under Washington law.~ Anotller ten w re sixteen or seventeen
years old.~ The youngest of the affected workers were fourteen years oJd.M

The doors to the packing room where the poisoning occurred were shut I:>n the da~ Ofthe poisoning. Two

of the doors were taped shut with duct tape; two other doors were coveft~d with fi e mesh nets.~ The

ventilation fan was broken, and there were multiple sources of carbon monoxide in operation.~

A report by doctors from the Occupational and Environmental Medicine Clinic oj Harborview Medical
Center, University of Washington, estimated that workers' exposure lev~:ls to car on monoxide on the
day of the poisoning ranged between 200 and 500 parts per million.~ T11e permi ible exposure limit for

carbon monoxide is 35 parts per million.~

Human Rights Watch interviewed Flor Trujillo (her real name), one of the affecti workers. Flor was
fifteen years old at the time of the poisoning. I

I was working at the plant for two weeks before the poisoning. For th whole
two weeks I was having headaches; by after lunch it \,'ould 1be pretty. ad. I
would ask my supervisor if she had anything for it and she would giv me a
packet of Pain-Aid pills-but then she said she couldn't give lthem to n e
anymore. I think because I was underage.
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The last day me and my friend went to the little store and g:ot pills bt
r cause we

had bad headaches. Everyone was like "me too," so I gave some otht r people

some of the pills.

A couple of hours after lunch this girl who was working by us fain1 e A
couple of hours later another girl fainted, a high school girl.; she w probably
sixteen. ...After her then a bunch of people were fainting.

The manager told us to keep working, wouldn't let us leave:. FinallY~ ur supervisor told us to leave. These kids [workers] were jumping on tl e doors to

tear the tape off, open the doors so we could get outside. ...I was I shaky and
cold and trembling. I passed out.

It took about two weeks for me to start feeling better. I had bad head
l aChes.

wanted to sleep all day. I was really weak. I

I got a letter in the mail saying I couldn't work there anymore becau~le I wasn't
over sixteen years old. When we got the job they didn't ask how old we were.

I still get really bad headaches. They seem like a part of lifc~ now. Tb ey come
every day. ...I remember what happened and I feel really bad abou what could
have happened. ..That's the worst thing that's ever happened to me It scared
me a lot and still does. I'm scared of being in a place that's shut. ...ometimes
I start crying because I still remember.~

The Harborview Medical Center report states that, "[g]iven the estimat{:d exposu~es

surprising that some workers have chronic complaints."2Q Ii
.it is not

Approximately one hundred workers were seen at the local hospital's emergency room on the day of the
incident, with symptoms including dizziness, headaches, nausea, and lo,ss of con ciousness; ninety-three
workers filed claims for carbon monoxide poisoning.Ql As a result of this mass oisoning, Washington's
Department of Labor and Industries levied a fine against the company, :Brewster Heights Packing, Inc.,
in the amount of two thousand dollars.2.;.

Hazardous Equipment; Work-Related Injuries

In a Florida orange grove in January 1999, two young farmworkero! fell off the
tailgate of a moving pickup truck Several crates of orange's fell on lOp of them,
killing one of the boys and wounding the other. The boy Wi10 died; 11 iguel
Angel Ramos, was either fourteen or fljteen years old,' the other bo was
fljteen. The accident occurred on a school day.2J.

Agriculture is the most dangerous occupation open to juveniles in the United St".tes.9..4 Farmworkers
routinely use knives, hoes, and other cutting implements; operate or work near h avy machinery; work
on ladders; and work with or near pesticides and other dangerous chemicals. Ch'ldren working in
agriculture in the U.S. make up only 8 percent of the population of working min rs overall, yet account
for 40 percent of work-related fatalities among minors.22 An estimated 100,000 children suffer
agriculture-related injuries annually in the United States.2Q Minors working in aj .culture have also been
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found to suffer a higher frequency of severe and disabling injuries tharl those wJrking in all other

occupations.21 I

Daniel F., sixteen, described to Human Rights Watch an injury he suffi~red the previous year, when he
was fifteen years old and working at a large hydroponic tomato nurse!)' in Willc~x, Arizona.~

We were putting plastic on the ground, rolling it down off of big lor~ rOllS. There was a big hole in the floor. [As Daniel F. explained, this appe s to have

been the open end of a pipe, perpendicular to and flush with the flocr.] I
couldn't see it; it was covered with plastic. I stepped in it, 1ell in, wh cked my
knee.

Daniel F. underwent treatment for several months, including multiple visits to
1 orthopedic specialist,

magnetic resonance imaging, and anti-inflammatory injections and pill~:. For two months he was on

crutches; for three months he was in a knee brace.

The doctor said I will never be 100 percent cured. I can't play socce
~ anymore;

before the accident I was in a league. I can't really play basketball. y knee still

bothers me. For example, if I run it gives in. ..even if I walk some mes it can
do that.

The nursery paid for Daniel F .'s medical expenses and he received workers' com~nsation. But the
company also sent him a letter to sign-a liability release, by his description-from 11heir insurer.

Even at the age of fifteen, Daniel F .'S work at the nursery in the summer was lega -under current Arizona
and federal law, hydroponic nurseries are not classified as hazardous wo,rkplaces. Daniel F. told Human
Rights Watch of other injuries that occurred at the hydroponic nurseries, as did a egal aid attorney
involved in several claims against Bonita. "They are taking farmworkers and havi g them do work they
are not accustomed to. It is more heavily industrialized than farmwork, [with] trol eys going around the
ceiling, big vats of water, people driving little carts. ...These are not i~iuries a fi worker would look
out for. That industry ought to be declared hazardous."22 I

Tractors and other motorized farm equipment represent very serious hazards, and ~e FLSA prohibits

their operation by children aged fifteen and younger. Abidance by this PfOhibitio
1 and enforcement when it is violated, is another matter. Human Rights Watch interviewed a sixteen-year old who had

worked full time for the three previous summers-when thirteen, fourteen, and fift en years old-driving a

tractor.

Even those not operating fann equipment themselves may be in danger. Accordinl to Art Morelos of the
Industrial Commission of Arizona, Ita common safety hazard in cantaloupe and let ce fields, where the
packing is done in the field, is that the tractor will be set to move without a driver. It goes very slomy,
but is still dangerous.ltlQQ In fact, it can be deadly, as illustrated by the incident no ed earlier in this
chapter, in which a drunken seventeen-year reportedly fell in front of a c~mtaloupe packing tractor and
was killed.

For all workers, but especially for field workers, fatigue increases the risk OfinjUf'~ ' Long hours, early

morning hours, and work in very hot conditions all increase fatigue, as does the h vy physical labor

entailed in most agricultural work. The relative inexperience of young workers als increases their risk
of accidents and injury.
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Cuts from knives were the injury most commonly reported to Human Rights Wa
t Ch by young workers.

Several knew of other people who had been injured badly, their fingers cut off b knives or their hands

mangled in machinery.

A boy working in the Yuma area told Human Rights Watch of a knife injury
~ Uffered when he was

fifteen years old.lQl He cut his finger with a broccoli-harvesting knife. "That fe was so sharp," he

said, showing his finger with a curved scar about three inches long runrring the I ngth of it.

The field supervisor did not have a first-aid kit-only Band-Aids. According to th boy's older sister, the
cut was bad and needed medical attention.lQl However, because her bn)ther w~ both underage (at
fifteen, he was too young to be working legally during school hours) and undocl ented, he was not
taken to a local hospital or clinic. Instead, he was taken across the bordl~r to his ] arents' house in Mexico
and from there to a Mexican hospital, where he received multiple stitches. The ,elay from the time of
the injury to the time of treatment was between two and three hours.

Advocates and workers report that it is typical for injured workers to go to Mexi 0 for treatment, for a
variety of reasons. The employer may want to avoid workers' compensation clai s in order to keep their
rates low. The worker may be undocumented and afraid of discovery, or afraid ey will be denied
treatment at a clinic or hospital in the United States. In addition, health care se ices for farmworkers are
often very far away and difficult to access.

Depression and Substance Abuse

Farmworkers in general have high rates of depression.1.QJ Extreme pov,ert)' and
~ ardShiP' the stress of job

uncertainty and frequent moves, and social stigmatization and isolation are cont. 'buting factors, This is

true for children and youth as well. Studies have also linked depression in teen e workers to long hours
of work in high-intensity, low-skilled jobs-precisely the kind of labor undertake: by farmworkers.lQ.4.

As a result of these pressures, farmworkers are vulnerable to substance abuse,. ~hich can alleviate pain
and offer a temporary escape from difficult lives. In addition, though, some sub. tance abuse is directly
related to work. This includes not just the unsafe practice, encouraged Iby some varicious employers, of
drinking beer sold at the work site. It also includes drugs taken for the I~xpress rpose of getting more
work done.

Some fannworker youth use drugs "in order to fulfill the demands of,,'ork," ac ,ording to Emma Torres,
a former fannworker who now coordinates a border health and substan.ce abuse prevention project in the
Yuma area.l.Q.2. This is particularly true for boys and young men working at the J iece rate, where the pace
at which one works directly determines earnings. "They use speed to make it thJ ough the day," says
T orres.lQQ

The fannworker is like a machine: the harder they work tile more ey will earn.
So they push their body to the max. That's why they do drugs-not t feel high,
but with the purpose of extracting more work from their body. ..ut the body
can only take so much, and after a few years they end up disabled, 'oung, and
on the street, begging. They don't qualify for Social Security, the)' ave no
insurance. ..but their hands or backs don't work anymorc~.lQ1

Underage Workers

No one ever cared how old I was
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Enforcement of these laws, weak as they are, is lax. Growers and farm .labor con
~ actors frequently hire

underage workers, a category that includes children under the age of si)~teen wor ng during school

hours, children aged thirteen or younger working without parental cons'ent, and children under the age of
sixteen who engage in hazardous agricultural tasks.

State laws regarding the minimum age of emplo~ment as a hired farmworker var widely. According to
a 1997 survey by the Child Labor Coalition, eighteen states have no minimum a e requirement for

children working in agriculture.lQ2 In Oregon, the minimum age is nine'; in Illino.s it is ten.llQ Fourteen
states require a minimum age of twelve; in nine states the minimum ag(: is fourt n.lli Only one state,
Nevada, has set sixteen as the minimum age for hired farmworkers.

The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) sets the federal minimum age for child la r. (Whichever legal
standard-state or federal-is most stringent is the one that applies.) The Fair Labor Standards Act dates
back to 1938 and reflects a radically different era in the United States, a time whc:n "agriculture" was
synonymous with "family farm," and a quarter of all Americans still lived and w( rked on farms. Initially,
farmworkers were excluded entirely from the la\\Js protection, and restrictions o~ child labor in
agriculture were not added until 1974.

The law is woefully inadequate to protect toda)-'s hired farmworkers, who are ov rwhelminglyemployed
as wage laborers in commercial enterprises, and not on the family farm, includin the hundreds of
thousands of workers aged seventeen and under. The FLSA standards djlffer betw en agricultural and
nonagricultural work. Employment of children thirteen or younger is forbidden ir nonagricultural
occupations, Children aged fourteen and fifteen may work in nonagricultural sett'ngs for limited hours
outside of school: up to three hours on a school day; up to eighteen how's in a sc 001 week; up to eight
hours on a nonschool day; and up to forty hours in a nonschool week. Tilley may 1 ot work before 7 a.m.
or after 7 p.m. (9 p.m, in the summer). Youth sL"\."teen and older may wo]~k in any: onhazardous

nonagricultural occupation.ill

For children working in agriculture, the FLSA is much less protective. Children )ounger than twelve
may work unlimited hours outside of school, if this work takes place on a small f with a parent's
written consent.ill Children aged twelve and thirteen may work unlimi1ed hours outside of school on
any farm with written parental consent, or without written consent on a :[arm whe e a parent is

employed.ill Children aged fourteen and fifteen may work unlimited hours outsi e of school on any
farm, without parental consent.ill There are no hourly restrictions on the agricu11 a1 work of children
who are sixteen or older.

In addition to allowing agricultural employers to employ children for longer hO
t and at younger ages,

the FLSA also permits sixteen and seventeen-)-ear olds to engage in hazardous a .cultural work.ill In

other occupational settings, eighteen is the minimum age for hazardous work.

nf ~~
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Under federal law, then, it is legal for a twelve-year old child to harvest asparagus from 3 a.m. to 8 a.m.
seven days a week, bending over in the pre-dawn cold and wielding a knife, then stumbling on to school.
The same child would be prohibited from working in any nonagricultur,aJ work «( ther than
wreath-making or newspaper delivery). A fifteen-year old may work fifty hours ~ week during the school
year if she works in agriculture, but only eighteen hours a week if she works at B ger King.

Many of the youth interviewed by Human Rights Watch had dropped out of SChO~ 1 before the age of

sixteen in order to work full time in the fields. Employment of these children vio ated the law. Although

federal law pennits children to perfoml farmwork for unlimited hours outside of chool, it does not
pennit the employment of children aged fifteen and under during schoo! hours.

In most cases, children told Human Rights Watch that they were not asl<:ed thei~~ ge prior to
employment. When they were asked their ages, and/or to show proof of age, the 1 ct that they were under
sixteen did not deter the fann labor contractors or growers from hiring tJ1em an ay. All of the juveniles
believed their employers knew them to be underage.

Jessica G.. for example, left school two years ago at the age of fifteen to work in e melon fields near
Yuma, where the season runs from November to April.ill She worked from 4:00 a.m. until 3:00 or 4:00
p.m.-an eleven or twelve-hour day. She earned $36 a day; at about $3 an hour, w 11 below minimum
wage. "It's very difficult work," she said. "You're outside all day, withju.st a coup e of short breaks." "I
was very tired at the end of the day." Both the manager of the farm and the farm 1 bor contractor who
hired Jessica G. were friends of her family. Four of the five children in Jessica G.'s family have worked
in the fields. Their grandmother raised them, as their mother always worked in th fields as well.

Richard M. told Human Rights Watch about his first agricultural job, when he w~s fourteen.

As long as you're fifteen you can get ajob. My uncle drives you to th field and
tells the contractor he has a new worker. He'll put you on thc~ payroll"! ...They
do ask to see your social security and your birth certificate. 'When I
fourteen I showed them my social security and my birth certificate.. .Yeah, I
wasn't old enough to work out there. -Richard M., seventeen years 01 ill

But Richard M. did work at that field, until he got sick two weeks later from pesti~ide poisoning

Blanca Rodriguez, now an attorney working with farmworkers in Washington sta1e, recalls working in
the asparagus fields with her parents from the age of five or six on. The cLSparagus harvest generally runs
from April through June, coinciding with the last portion of the school YI~ar.

We'd get up at 2:00 a.m., go to the fields, and then go to school. That's why
parents do it, because they can still send their kids to school. And in t igh
school we would stay a bit later with our parents, then go to night sch 01. The
high school still has a night school option for asparagus cutt'~rs durin the
season.ill.

According to Rodrigu:z, children as young as ten and eleven still work in the asPf agus fields. Not all go

to school at the same tIme; some drop out for the season, or drop out for the aspar' gus season and stay

out for the summer and early fall, until the apple harvest ends in October.UQ

In two cases looked at by Human Rights Watch, underage workers were badly inj\ llfed on the job; in one
of these, the worker was subsequently denied compensation and fIred for being underage. The case of
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Flor Trujillo (her real name) is described more fully in the chapter titled "Health and Safety Risks."
Trujillo was hired at the age of fifteen to work in a fruit-packing plant in central Washington state.
Under Washington law, work in a packing plant is considered hazardollS, and WI rkers must be at least
sixteen years of age. At the time she was hired, Trujillo was not asked her age. i.. few weeks later, she
and about one hundred of her co-workers were poisoned by carbon-mo:tloxide fu es inside the plant.
Seven of the poisoned workers were fifteen or younger. Within a montJl of the ir cident, Trujillo received
a letter from the company, Brewster Heights Packing, Inc., telling her tJl1at she c( uld no longer work
there because she was underage. Trujillo did not receive any compensaltion from the company for the
danger in which it placed her, her resulting illness, or her lost income.lli

In Willcox, Arizona, a fifteen-year old boy suffered a pemlanently-disabling injt to his knee while
working at Bonita Nurseries, a Dutch-owned hydroponic tomato nursery. This c e is discussed further
in the chapter "Health and Safety Risks."

Frank M., a boy interviewed in central Arizona, began working in 1996, the sum~ er he was thirteen. His
job was to drive a tractor up and down dirt roads, wetting the roads so the dust \\ouldn't fly in the face of
the workers. He said he drove at about 25 miles per hour.ill

Under the FLSA, driving a tractor or other farm vehicle is considered h;3Zardous'fand therefore
prohibited for any juvenile under the age of sixteen. "It was under the uLble until ast year, when the boss
put me on the payroll," said Frank M.. "He knew how old I was."ill

Not only was Frank M. working illegally, but his employer was underp~L)ring hirn1 too, giving him one
hundred dollars a week for roughly a forty-hour work wee~; in other \\"ords, abo t $2.50 an hour-just
over half of the minimum wage at that time.

Other boys also told Human Rights Watch about their early years of work

I worked the cotton fields starting when I was twelve, weecling wit~ hoe between the plants. I worked from 4:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. [ten hours], with a

thirty minute break for lunch. You just go up and down the rows. re were
lots of kids out there, twelve, thirteen years old.

-Mark R., nineteenlli

Mark H.-working ten hours a day at the age of twelve in the cotton fields of centIal Arizona, where the
temperature routinely rises above 110 degrees-was working with his pmoents' kno ledge. His aunt, a
friend of the grower, had gotten him his job. Because the work took pla,:e during the summer, and
therefore outside of school hours, and because he worked on a small farm, the fal,t of his employment
was, for the most part, perfectly legal (with the exception that his parem:s had not provided written
consent regarding their son's employment). In violation of the FLSA, he was pai .below minimum wage,
earning only about $3.50 an houro He was paid under the table, without Social Security deductions being
made on his behalf, also an illegal practice. Yet in the four years that Mark H. w< rked summers in the
field, to his knowledge not a single state or federal authority ever checkl~d on his employer's practices.

I pitched watermelons. Now that's some hard work. You throw it do1vn the line,
one to the other, standing about five feet apart. Ii

That's when I was fourteen. I worked pitching watem1elons from ab(~ut 4:00 to
8:00 p.m. Because in the morning I was doing other work. ][ choppe~ cotton
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from four or five in the morning until noon. Then they make you go home and
rest. Then watermelon. 1-

So it was like, eight hours in the morning, then four hours at night'1 tion and
watermelon is hard work. I'd get home about eight, go to sll~ep aroun ten, then

get up at four. ...It's hard. You can faint. You have to drink lots of, ater.

-Dean S., sixteen years oldill

Dean S. worked twelve hours a day at the age of fourteen, sleeping only six hours a night. He chopped
cotton and pitched watermelons, both difficult and exhausting fomls of 'work wit , a high risk of injury.
The fact of his summer employment was entirely legal, however-as a follrteen ye old, employers could
hire him for farmwork without any hourly restrictions whatsoever, except that he: ot \vork during school
hours.

Wage and Hour Concerns

Wage Fraud: Earning Less than Minimum Wage

With some exceptions, juvenile fannworkers are entitled by law to earn the prevailing minimum

wage.ill Since September 1, 1997, the federal minimum wage has been $5.15 per hour. (As of this
writing in late 1999, members of Congress are discussing a rise in the m:inimum \\age.) From October 1,
1996 to August 31, 1997, the minimum hourly wage was $4.75; from April 1, 19 1 to October 1, 1996,
the federal minimum wage was $4.25. In those states with a higher minimum wag -Washington voters,
for example, approved a minimum wage of $5.75 in 1998-employers must pay th state-mandated
minimum wage.

Agricultural employers may pay either an hourly rate or a piece-rate. If they pay b)~a piece-rate, the
earnings for all hours worked in a work week must be sufficient to bring the avera, e hourly wage up to

at least minimum wage.ill

Depending on the speed, skill, and strength of the worker-and the worker's co-wor ers, ifhe or she is
working as part of a tearn-piece-rate wages can be either beneficial or problematic The strongest, fastest,
and most experienced workers can earn in excess of minimum wage (although usu lly not above $7.00
or $7.50 per hour). Slower or weaker workers, or those just starting out in agricul Ire, ma~. earn less than
half of minimum wage. Adolescents can fall into either one of these two groups, a though it is usually
only older adolescents, often male, who excel at piece-rate work. Succes~) at piece te \vork, however,
can carry an additional price in terms of its toll on the body.ill

Approximately one-third of the juveniles interviewed by Human Rights 'w atch r
~ p rted earning significantly less than minimum wage. Most of these teens worked for sD1ali grow rs. Not all were paid

by an homly minimum wage or by piece-rate-several were paid instead a fixed I p sum per day or per

week.

These findings comport with those of a recent National Agricultural Workers S y, which found that

agricultural workers aged fourteen through seventeen earned just over $4 an hour, n a\'erage.ll2 The
Department of Labor's Wage and Hour Division has also reported high raltes ofwaJ, e fraud, with more
than half of grape growers and farm labor contractors surveyed found to be vioiatil g minimum wage

requirements.lli
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The following are some examples of the experiences of adolescent famJlworkers paid by both the
piece-rate and lump-sum method: 1

.In 1998, Sani H., then sixteen, picked chilies at the rate of fifty cents per bag (aIf! out the size of a

bushel). He worked from 7:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.m. and earned about $20 a day, f( r an average hourly
wage of $2.50.lli

.In 1996, John P., then fifteen, picked apples for piece-rate wages. He v/orked tel hours a day-from 5:00
a.m. until 3:00 p.m.-and earned between twenty and thirty dollars a day ($2 to $3 hour). Two years
later, in 1998, he picked cherries, again working ten-hour days. For that work he as paid $42 a day, or
just over $4 an hour-one dollar less per hour than minimum wage. This means th .t John P ., who worked
Monday through Friday and a half-day on Saturday, was shortchanged $55 a wee by his employer.~

.Mark H. worked every summer from the age of twelve to sixteen in the cotton~l Ids south of Phoenix.
He usually worked from 4:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m. (ten hours), six days a week. e last summer he
worked this job, in 1996, the farmer he worked for paid him a flat weekly rate of" 200-about $3.50 an
hour, well below minimum wage at that time.ill

.In 1997, when he was fourteen years old, Dean S. worked twelve hours a day forta local farmer: eight
hours in the morning in the cotton fields and four hours in the evening pitching w termelon. The most he
ever earned was $50 a day, or about $4 an hour.ill "

.Ricky N., who also pitched watermelon in central Arizona, earned between $2. 7~ and $3.00 an hour in
1996, when he was fifteen. The federal minimum wage was then $4.25 at} hour.-Uf

.When Jessica G. was fifteen, in 1996, she worked in the cantaloupe fields of sou11hwestem Arizona for
eleven to twelve hours each day. Each day, she \vas allowed one fifteen-frlinute brr ak in the morning and

one thirty-minute break for lunch. She earned $36 a day-about $3 an hour, which' as approximately 65

percent of the minimum wage at that time.ll§. "

In violation of the FLSA, none of the employers in the above cases provided addit, 'onal compensation to

bring their workers' wages up to the legal hourly minimum. None ofthes(~ young orkers knew they had

been cheated of their rightful wages. I

The above examples involved juvenile workers on relatively small farms or workiIlg for small-scale farm
labor contractors. UnderpaYI:Ilent of wages, however, is by no means limi1ted to smi I growers or farm
labor contractors. Human Rights Watch interviewed two young women who had p" viously worked for a
major agribusiness. Both of them reported that they-and their co-workers..had been routinely cheated on
their pay.

They take hours away from your pay. This is very common-they short f ll the workers. Almost always, every check, they cut off a little bit. Like, let' say you

work eighty hours-they'll pay you for seventy. So you end up making ~ ss than
minimum wage.ill !

Acc~rding to the girls, the amount cut out of the pay varied from check to check, b~t the practice was

consIstent. ;1

Another thing they do is, sometimes when you're supposed to work ei~ht hours,
for example, they make you work more but still pay only for ,~ight.ill :1

~/?runn a.A 1 A~A
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Asked if they had ever complained about these practices, the girls said no. "Som of the workers
complained but it did no good," they said, They told Human Rights Wa.tch that ey believed they had no
recourse. Practically speaking, they did not. Their employer \\-as one of a handfu of large corporate
gro\\-ers operating on state-owned land in western Arizona. The nearest town to 1he fields the girls were
working in is Wendon, with a population of 450, and the nearest enforcement ag..ncy offices-the
Department of Labor's Wage and Hour Division and the State of Arizona Industr'al Commission-are in
Phoenix, two hours away, Nor is there public bus service to \\Tendon, Aguila, S~,ome, or any of the other
tiny to\\'llS in that vast and isolated area west of Phoenix, I

The girls said they had once seen a government inspector-for \,'"hich age:ncy theYi id not know. They had

been prompted on more than one ~ccasion by their supervisors, however, who toi d them what to ~~y if

approached by a government OffiCIal: "If they ask how much I pay you, say $5.5," or "say $6.00, they
told us. "And so that's what people would say. ...There are a lot of unfair pract ces."lli

Excessive and Inappropriate Hours of Work

In contrast to nonagricultural occupations, the FLSA imposes neither a daily nor
~ weekly limit to the number of hours children may work in agriculture, Human Rights Watch spoke 'th several adolescent

farmworkers who worked twelve hours a day for six or six and a half daLYs a wee, and a few who had

worked fourteen hours a day or more. I

We would work as much as was needed. You could work up to fourt~ en or

fifteen hours a day. But you're not forced to work more than twelve; eyond

twelve is optional. .

,Frank 

M., sixteen, describing the hours he worked the summer he was :fifteen, i~ Avondale, Arizonal4.9.

Under current law there is ~othing illegal about emplo!ers extracting su,ch long *urs from children,
unless the work occurs dunng school hours and the children are under Sllxteen. ~j

Damaris A., a legal permanent resident of the United States, \\-orked in 1he fields ear Yuma, Arizona
from the age of thirteen until she was seventeen. Despite her and her fanrlily's rig to reside in the United
States, a severe housing shortage in the Yuma area prevented them from. doing s .Instead, like
thousands of others, Damaris A., her younger brother, and her father crossed into the U.S. each day from
the city of San Luis Rio Colorado, Mexico, into the town of San Luis, Arizona. F om there, the workers
are driven by bus or truck to work sites near and far. I

In order to get to work by 7:00 a.m., Damaris A. would rise at 3:00 a.m., prepare or work, then wait
about two hours to cross the international port of entry. The \\ -ait was due to the « ng lines of people
crossing through, like Damaris A., to go to work in the fields on the U.S. side. D .ng the peak season,
immigration officials estimate that more than 6,000 farmworkers cross the bordeIi daily at the San Luis,
Arizona port of entry.-141 The majority of these workers are, like Damari.s A., leg permanent residents
of the United States.ill

Once on the U.S. side, Damaris A. still had to travel to the \\-ork site, which coul4 take up to two hours
depending on the location of the fields where the farm labor contractor had her cr~w working.

The peak season for lettuce and cantaloupe in the Yuma area runs from April to ~ovember. During the
height of the season, Damaris A. worked from 7 a.m. unti19 p.m.,. six d~lYS a wee~. Occasionally she
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worked a half-day on Sunday as well. During her fourteen-hour workdays, she \'~
~ pennitted two

fifteen-minute breaks and a half-hour for lunch. She earned minimum "'age. Som weeks, she worked as

many as ninety hours.

At night, Damaris A. would reverse the travel process she had undertakt~n in the
f oming: travel to the border crossing, wait two hours or so to complete the crossing, and fmaJ.ly arri\'e] orne by midnight. On

her busiest days, then, Damaris A. had only three hours of sleep at hom(~ before st ing allover again in

the morning.

This was illegal employment-for three years, Damaris A. was under sixteen and W
~ rking during school

hours. She got her job through her father, who worked for the same grower and WI friendly with the

foreman. Damaris A. lied about her age and was hired despite producing; no docUIi entation of her birth
date. .

Another young worker, Gerardo L., worked in the melon fields near EI Centro, Ca ifornia, when he was
seventeen. His work was not illegal-he was old enough to be working full time \\1 hout restrictions-but it
was long and grueling. He worked from 5:00 a.m. until anywhere betwe(~n noon d 8:00 p.m.,
depending on the needs of the grower. For one month during the peak harvest, he 1 orked from 5:00 a.m.
until 8:00 p.m., seven days a week-I 05 hours a week. He also had to travel one hot r each way to and
from work. He was paid minimum wage.ill

The Effect of Long Hours on Health and Education

Work in excess of twenty hours per week has a substantial and \Vell-docllmentedFf gative impact on
teenagers' health, social development, and education. These issues are di:;cussed er in the chapters
on health and education. .

The Effect of Farmwork on Education

All of the juvenile fannworkers interviewed by Human Rights Watch had droppe~ out of school or been
held back at least one time. Nationally, the dropout rate for farmworker youth is 4 percent.ill
Reflecting this legacy of under-education, a full 80 percent of adult migrcmt farm rkers function at a
5th-grade literacy level or less.ill I

Several factors contribute to this lack of educational attainment among farn1\\.orke~youth. Mobility,
poverty, and the strain of too many hours ofwqrk-all three often the defining char teristics of farm
work-are particularly detrimental for children and adolescents in school.

The necessary mobility of many farmworker families, as they follow the I~o\,ing c: cles of various crops
in various locales, brings with it frequent and repeated changes in school. Not only does this interrupt
learning, but it also makes it difficult for children to adapt socially to the school en ironment, and for
teachers to teach effectively. According to the National Center for Farmworker He th, changing schools
takes an emotional toll on children, who are more likely to drop out if they change' chools four or more
times.J!!2

The extreme poverty of their families means that many farmworker children and y th do not have the
option of going to school-their families cannot afford for them to study, either beca se there is not
enough money for shoes and clothes or because the children are themselves require to work. "A lot of
kids don't even go to school anymore," an outreach worker told Human Rights \Va h. "They never get
caught because they move around. Their families aren't emphasizing educ:ation. Thc"y say, 'We need to
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live day by day; you need to get out there and earn some money.'" ill

One of the most significant causes of low educational achievement is the fact th; t juvenile farrnworkers
simply spend too much time on the job. Numerous studies have found -that long hours of work-generally
defined as twenty or more hours a week during the school year-interfere with sc olastic performance.ill
In addition to not having time to study, students who engage in so-call~~d "high i tensity work" (again,
work of twenty or more hours a week) generally don't get enough sleep, sleepin only seven hours a
night rather than the nine they need.ill As a result, these worker-students are sl epy during school (and
on the job, which leads to higher rates of injury), more likely to be tard:\f or abse t, and more likely to fall
asleep in class.UQ Their excessive sleepiness interferes with learning; it may als contribute to
emotional difficulties.ill Finally, students working twenty or more ho1:trs a wee). are more likely to use
stimulants-including caffeine-to compensate for their tiredness.ill

Statistics are not available regarding the number of juvenile farmworkers worki g twenty or more hours
a week. Anecdotal evidence, including Human Rights Watch findings, :5uggests hat the majority of
young farmworkers working during the school year are putting in work weeks o~ at least twenty hours
and often more. A 1992 study found that, nationally, approximately 37 percent 01. adolescent
farmworkers work full time.ill

The United States Department of Labor (DOL) has never had statutory i3.uthorityto limit the number of
hours that sixteen and seventeen-year olds may work during the school year. Citi g "the extensive
research about the adverse effects of high-intensity work while school i:; in sessi<m," the National
Research Council recommended in 1998 that Congress provide DOL with the ne~essary authority to

impose such limits.lli In doing so, the council noted that:

[T]he historical reasons that justified the exemption of those 16 and I lder from
the hour limitation no longer apply. Furthermore, high-intensity wo. ...has
been associated with unhealthy and problem behaviors, inc]luding su stance use
and minor deviance, insufficient sleep and exercise, and limited time spent with
families, and it is associated with decreased eventual educational att' inment.ill

In agriculture the situation is much worse, as there is no hourly restriction for an) ~ Children working during the school year. Even children as young as twelve may legally work any n ber of hours during

the week, regardless of the damage done to their health, their studies, and their 0 erall well-being.UQ

Special Risks to Girls

Young female fannworkers face additional pressures and concerns, including ire uent subjection to
sexual harassment, discussed below. Children of farmworkers, and especially gir s, often are responsible
for significant duties in the home-caring for younger siblings, grocery shopping ~ d food preparation,
laundry, and housecleaning. Even for those who do not work yet in the fields, th~ e responsibilities take
the place of necessary study and sleep time, increasing the chances that 1:hey willi rop out of school.
"Instead of doing homework, they are caring for their baby brothers and sisters .d taking care of the
house. That's where [the family's poverty] is hurting them," according to Raul Re ondo, an outreach
worker in Yuma, Arizona.ill In addition, farmworker girls and young women h e very high pregnancy
rates. In Yuma County, where agriculture is the primary occupation, the teen pre ancy rate is 85.2 per
1,000; ~ the U.S. average, in contrast, is 54.4 per 1,000.1.12

Sexual Harassment
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Sexual harassment of female workers is a top concern of farmworker advocates. Due to various factors,
farmworker girls and women are exceptionally vulnerable to sexual harassment d assault. They work
in isolated areas in a male-dominated occupation-female crew leaders ,md supe isors are unheard
of-where education regarding sexual harassment is in its infancy. Often, they do not speak English, do
not know that sexual harassment is illegal, and in any case have no one to turn t<i for help. Many of them
are undocumented-that is, they have no legal status allowing them to bt: in the U; .ted States-and
therefore are even more hesitant to report the harassment.

According to several advocates interviewed by Human Rights Watch, g;irls and~ omen are subjected

routinely to sexual advances by farm labor contractors and field supervi:sors. If ey refuse, they-and

members of their family-face retaliation in the form of discharge, black:listing, even physical assault
and rape. ."

Two girls picking cantaloupes for a prominent agribusiness told Human Rights j atCh that they had been

sexually harassed by their respective supervisors. Co-workers also har~jsed one <; fthe girls. Both \\'ere

embarrassed in speaking about this and reluctant to provide details. One of the gills, though, gave the
following account of harassment she experienced the previous summer, when she was seventeen.

This supervisor, he was about forty-five years old, he was t(~lling me sexual
stuff. He said it in a serious way; I felt threatened. One time he told e to go
with him to get ice, in his pickup. ...on the way he asked I1l1e to go ut with
him. I told him no. "Why not?" he asked. He kept asking m(~ questio s, trying
to talk me into it. For weeks he kept asking me. There was no one to omplain
to. I

-Sylvia RI., eighteen years oldl@

These girls, who worked in a remote area two hours west of Phoenix, reported thai sexual harassment of
young farmworker women was common. Furthennore, both had heard reports of omen being attacked,
and both said they knew a local woman who had been raped by her supervisor. "U always insisted on
giving her a ride home, and she ended up raped," said Sylvia R.. "That happens." Iuman Rights Watch
asked Sylvia R. if anything happened to the man. "No," she replied. "He'!; the boss,"

Human Rights Watch interviewed a woman in Yuma-not a minor-who sBlid she Wt fired after resisting a
sexual assault by her supervisor. I .

One day my supervisor saw me downtown and offered me a ride hom~ .How could I say no? He's my supervisor! I know his wife! ...But when we got to

my house he tried to come inside. He said "Oh, Maria, I wan1t you so uch!"
and grabbed my breasts. I pushed him off me! I was shocked! '

,

The next morning when I got to work I was told to go home-lthey said ~here was
nothing for me. I asked why. They said the supervisor didn't 'Nant me 1~ere
anymore. After three years! I

i-Maria 

mid-fiftiesill,

Although any woman working in the fields or the packing sheds is vulnerable to su:~h abuse, young
women are thought to be at an even higher risk for sexual assault and harslssment. lYoung women are
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Sexual harassment in agriculture is particularly difficult to combat. As noted, the 1rictims of the
harassment often live and work in geographically remote and isolated arl~as, may. ot speak English, and
usually do not know that they have any legal recourse against the abuse. Cultural I) , they may be
embarrassed to talk about it, according to O'Hara. They also may face anger from I usbands or boyfriends
who accuse them of encouraging or enjoying the harassing behavior. "There is a I t of guilt and anxiety
[among harassment victims]," said O'Hara. "They think, '\\7bat did I do to bring s on?' and become
afraid to work, afraid it will happen again."

The most pressing deterrent to coming forward with a complaint is the ft:ar of 10Si
t g their job. As

eighteen-year-old Sylvia R. told us, "Everyone is scared to say anything because t ey threaten them. If
they say something they will lose their job."lM I

In February 1999, the San Francisco District office of the EEOC reached a $1,855jOOO settlement with
Tanimura & Antle, one of the largest lettuce growers and distributors in 1he Unite States. The EEOC
alleged that a production manager for the company subjected employee I~lanca Al aro to quid pro quo
sexual harassment, requiring "sexual favors" as a condition for employml~nt. Alfar also allegedly was
subjected to a hostile work environment in the form of "constant unwelcome sexu I advances by that

production manager and another management employee. "ill Alfaro was fired sho tly after she
complained about the harassment. In addition, the EEOC alleged that Tazlimura & Antle unlawfully
retaliated against employee Elias Aragon after he protested the harassment and mi treatment of Blanca
Alfaro.lQ2

Sharing in the settlement will be an as-yet unknown number of current arId formerllemployees who were
also subjected to sexual harassment in Salinas, California, Huron, Califolnia, and 1ruma, Arizona.ill

The EEOC's San Francisco office also settled a sexual harassment case inl early 19
1 9 against farm labor

contractor C & M Packing, doing business as "Fresh West."ill That case settled 01 behalf of four female
claimants for $90,000. Like Tanimura & Antle, Fresh West has facilities in Yuma, Salinas, and Huron.

These \'ictories are attributable to EEOC outreach efforts and to the fact that, in th words of attorney
O'Hara, "there are some brave women out there." Still, these rn'o cases represent b1 t a tiny fraction of the
sexual harassment that is occurring in the fields and packing plants of the United SI ates. The EEOC and
state attorneys general-who also typically have civil rights jurisdiction-must make it a priority to engage
in persistent outreach and education of workers, supervisors, farm labor contractor, and employers, and
mount vigorous enforcement actions against harassers when complainant;g do com~ forward.

5 u.s. General Accounting Office, "Child Labor in Agriculture: Characteristics and Lel~ality ofw~
l rk," Washington, D.C.

U.S. General Accounting Office, 1998; GAO/HEHS-98-112R, p. 2.

~ Article I of the Convention on the Rights of the Child states that "a child means ever)' human beihg below the age of
eIghteen years unless under the law applicable to the child, majority is attained earlier." r-

7 The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services has estimated that there are 1.5 million mj~ ant farmworkers and 2.5
million seasonal farmworkers. United States Department of Health and Human Services., Bureau ot1Primary Health Care

homepage (http://www.bphc.hrsa.dhhs.gov/rnhc/mhcl.htm; accessed August 24, 1999), p. 2. I
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.S22 United States General Accounting Office, "Hired Fannworkers: Health and Well-B,~ing at Ris*," Washington, D.C.
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IV. U.S. LAWS AND THEIR ENFORCEMENT:AN ONGOING F AILURJ~ TO PROTECT
CmLDREN WORKING IN AGRICULTURE

-=-=

Everyone violates the law one way or another.ill

This report details the ways in which juvenile farmworkers are endangered and expJoited on a daily
basis. They work too many hours at too-young ages, burdened with fatigu~ when thl~y should be
studying, playing, or at school. They are not paid minimum wage. Their safety is compromised and their
health is at risk. They are also, for the most part, unprotected by the U .S. !~OVernmeJlt.

The United States prides itself on respect for human rights and frequently decries child labor practices in
other countries. The Fair Labor Standards Act prohibits "oppressive child labor," defined as work that
may be detrimental to children's health or well-being.l1Q Yet hundreds of thousands of juveniles
working in agriculture do labor under oppressive conditions in the U.S.

There are several reasons for this, high among them the fact that U.S. law is grossly and unjustifiably
inadequate-not only does it offer insufficient protection for farmworker children and adolescents, but it
offers them vastly less protection than it does for ju\'eniles working in oth(~r occupations. Further
worsening the situation, government enforcement of even these deficient lilWS is sporadic and weak. In
addition, Congress has eviscerated in recent years the ability of publicly-funded legal aid offices to assist
farmworkers, by prohibiting class-action lawsuits and prohibiting the reprt:sentation of persons in the
U.S. without proper documentation. ill In sum, juvenile farmworkers are 1~ft with lilnited protection and
few means of recourse when their rights are violated.

The Fair Labor Standards Act and Enforcement by the Department of Labor

The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) is the federal law that sets minimum! ages for 1Nork, maximum
numbers of work-hours per day and per week, and the minimum hourly wage. It originated in 1938 and
has been modified numerous times since. Farmworkers originally were not protected at all by the law,
and still are not covered fully. It was not until 1974 that restrictions on child labor in agriculture-albeit
minimal-were incorporated.

The most glaring deficiency of the FLSA is its disparate treatment offarmworker ancl nonfarmworker
children. Children working in nonagricultural occupations receive much greater prot<:ction against
excessive hours of work, work at early ages, and work under hazardous conditions. Ul other words, as
put by the General Accounting Office, "children can legally work in agricu:lture under conditions that
would be illegal in other work settings. "m For example:

.In agriculture, employers may hire children younger than twelve to work unlimited )zours outside of
school, provided the work takes place on a small farnl \\"ith written parentaJ: consent. Outside of
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agriculture, the employment of children younger than twelve is prohibitl~d.m

.In agriculture, employers may hire children aged twelve and thirteen to work urn'imited hours outside of
school, provided they have written parental consent or work on a farm vvhere a parent is employed.
Outside of agriculture, employment of children aged twelve and thirteeI1l is forbidlien.

.In agriculture, employers may hire children aged fourteen and fifteen to work un7imited hours outside
of school. There is no parental consent requirement. Outside of agricululfe, childr~n aged fourteen and
fifteen may work limited hours: up to forty hours in a nonschool week; up to eighl:een hours in a school
week; up to eight hours on a nonschool day; and up to three hours on a school day. In addition, outside
of agriculture, fourteen and fifteen-year olds may not work before 7:00 Sl.m. or aft~r 7:00 p.m. (9 p.m. in
the summer). There are no similar restrictions protecting children working in agri<:ulture.

.In agriculture~ employers may require or allow sixteen and seventeen-y'~ar olds t(1 work in hazardous
occupations. In nonagricultural occupations~ the minimum age for hazardous wor1: is eighteen. This
disparate treatment is particularly troublesome given agriculture's position as the 1110st dangerous
occupation for working children in the United States.ill

Historically, agricultural employment practices in the U.S. have been reg:ulated less than other
occupations. Partly this is due to the United States inception as an agraricm society, and a lingering
idealization of the agrarian life.ill Partly it is due to the unique nature o1:'farm wol.k and the cycles of
harvest, whose rapidly changing and sometimes unpredictable needs rarely coincide with a forty-hour
per week, year-round work schedule.

For juvenile fannworkers, the differential treatment still present at the beginning of the 21st century
stems from the vastly different circumstances found in the United States one hundj'ed or even fifty years
ago. In 1900, less than 10 percent of eighteen-year-olds finished high school,lli arld approximately 42
percent of the United States population lived on family fanns.l1l Children offann families were
expected to work and learn all aspects of farming, which would continue to be thei r occupation into
adulthood.

In 1938, when the FLSA was enacted, nearly a quarter of the United Statt~s population still lived on
farms,ill and only 50 percent of teenagers were finishing high school.ill~ At that time, the FLSA
included restrictions on nonagricultural work for children, but no restrictions whau:oever on farm work
for children.

Today, only about 1.5 percent of United States residents live on farms.J]!~ Farms hiive changed foml
dramatically in the past decades; mechanization, specialization, fertilizer~i, and oth<~r technical
innovations have led to the phenomenal growth of large-scale agriculture and the simultaneous decline
of the small family farm. As a result, where once most children in agriculture were working on their own
family farms, now most are working as hired hands for commercial enterjJrises.

Concurrent with this change in farming has been a change in education practices, lllcluding a heightened
emphasis on secondary-school education for all. By 1997, the high schoo]l completion mte had risen to
nearly 90 percent.ill There exists now a widespread recognition that children not clnly have a right to a
full education, but that they have a need for that education, and, without it, are like]y to end up relegated
to a minimum subsistence-level job (of which farm work is one example).

With all of these changes, the rationale for protecting child workers in agJiculture 1~ss than all other
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child workers has evaporated. Children working on farnls have the san1e need f() r sleep, health,
education, and recreation as their nonfannworking peers. Poverty does not chanl~e that, nor does it
eliminate these children's right to enjoy full government protection. If I~xcessive child labor is bad for
some, then it is bad for all.

Occasionally, efforts to protect child workers from the deleterious effel::ts of lon~; hours in difficult and
demanding jobs are met with skepticism and disapproval, on the grounds that linliting children's work
hours will have a negative economic impact on them and their family. 'This is a short-sighted objection.
Limiting the extreme aspects of child labor may reduce children's-and therefore families'-incomes in the
short term. In the long-term, however, favoring education over meniall.abor vastJ y increases the
probability that the cycle of poverty will be broken. One farmworker advocate in New York state
observed that, "At a family level, parents usually want their kids to be sLble to wo:~k. Because the families
are so caught up in their daily economic needs, it's difficult for them to look at thl~ long-term effects on
their kids of this dangerous, hazardous work."m

The disparate legal treatment outlined above is unfair and discriminatory. Furthermore, its impact is felt
predominantly by juveniles of racial minorities. This is due to the close correlation between race and
occupation in farmwork. Nationally, approximately 85 percent offarmv,rorkers, il1cludingjuvenile
farmworkers, are members of racial minorities; most of them are Latino.ill In solne regions, including
Arizona and California, 99 percent offarmworkers are Latino. This me2tnS that thl= FLSA's two-tiered
scheme of protection-one for farmworker children, one for all other working children-corresponds
closely to race and ethnicity. By explicitly discriminating against farmworker chil,:lren, most of whom
are Latino, the law also engages in de facto discrimination along racial lines. This may violate
international law, as will be discussed in the following chapter.

Proposed Amendments to the FLSA Regarding Child Labor in Agriculture

In the House of Representatives, Representative Tom Lantos (Democrat from California) has for the past
twelve years introduced the "Young American Workers' Bill of Rights."-lM The bill is widely supported
by children's advocates. It would enhance protection for many working children, ulcluding children
working in agriculture. Among other provisions, the bill would amend tile FLSA tl):

.Specify that "oppressive child labor," forbidden under the Act, expressly applies 1:0 the employment of
migrant farmworkers aged thirteen and under.

.For all working youth, restrict after-school work to fifteen to twenty hOllfS per week, depending on age,
and eliminate entirely before-school work.

.Broaden the FLSA's coverage to include all employers engaged in interutate COInrtlerce, regardless of
their annual volume of sales.ill (Currently, the FLSA only applies to enterprises "ith $500,000 in
annual sales or business.)

.Establish tougher criminal and civil penalties for child labor violations.

.Provide for closer coordination among federal and state child labor enforcement agencies.

In the lO6th session of Congress, the proposed Young American Workeru' Bill of Bights had fifty-eight
cosponsors but enjoyed only limited bipartisan support.~ It is not expected to pas). "Kids don't have
high-priced lobbyists," Lantos aide Chris Walker told Human Rights Watch. "[The employers] have
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strong lobbyists."ill

In past sessions, Senator Tom Harkin (Democrat from Io\\"a) has introdllced Sena1:e legislation titled
"The Children's Act for Responsible Employment," or CARE. CARE, vrhich was not introduced in the
106th session but will likely be introduced again in the future, seeks to ~lInend the FLSA to: raise the age
at which youth may engage in hazardous agricultural labor from sixteen to eighte{:n; apply the same age
and hour restrictions to agricultural employment as to other forms of employment; and increase civil and
criminal penalties for child labor violations.

Enforcement of the FLSA

It is estimated that there are at least one million child labor ,'iolations in the Unite:! States each year in
agriculture and 100,000 minors working illegally-that is, in violation of child labor laws--on fanns.1M
Only a tiny fraction of these violations are uncovered by the Wage and Hour Divi~;ion (WHD) of the
Department of Labor (DOL), which bears responsibility for the FLSA enforcement. In 1998, for
example, WHD found 104 minors illegally employed in agriculturell2-one for ev(:ry 1,000 estimated to
be working illegally in the fields.

Inadequate Resources

Part of the problem is insufficient resources. The Wage and Hour Divisi,[}n does fi(>t have enough staff
and funding to uncover and investigate the FLSA violations affecting minors in a!1riculture. As of late
1999, WHD had about 940 investigators to cover the entire country, inspecting ani! citing for '\'iolations
against adult and child workers alike in all occupations, not just agricultllre,l9-Q This is slightl)' fewer
investigators than the agency had in 1987,ill It works out to roughly oru~ investigator for ever)" 150,000
civilian workers.m Investigators are responsible for enforcing several dozens of laws.

None of these investigators, also called enforcement officers, are dedicated exclus.vely to child labor;
only hventy-three are designated as farm labor specialists.ill

Inadequate funding means that even this relatively small staff is underutilized. Cllild labor in agriculture
currently is a "targeted initiative" for WHD, which means that the agenc:"f proactiv,~ly enforces the law
rather than waiting for complaints to arise before initiating in\"estigation:;. "We ha1/e a very intense and
vigorous enforcement program relating to agriculture," WHD's Child La'bor Coordinator told Human
Rights Watch.lli

The money to carry out this program, however, appears lacking, forcing some inve stigators to cut short
their efforts. In Arizona, a WHD investigator had to call off a series of field invest igations in the Willcox
area after only two weeks, several weeks earlier than planned.ill She w~LS told the]~e was a sudden
budget crisis and that there were no more funds for travel. Given that Arizona's m~~or agricultural areas
are 1\\"0 to four hours from Phoenix, being grounded to headquarters dra~;tically re(luces enforcement
possibilities. "There's not even enough money to go to Yuma," she lamented.lli The Yuma area has
about 75 percent of Arizona's farmworkers.

There is no doubt that widespread violations are out there and that WHI:I is capable offmding them
when staff and resources are sufficiently allocated. In a 1998 investigation of grapl~ growers, \\'lID
found that, in California, more than 50 percent of farm labor contractors were vio1.lting the FLS.A.'s
minimum wage requirement.ill In Arizona, 50 percent of grape grower~, and 60 p\~rcent of fann labor
contractors were found in violation of the FLSA, and 53 percent of all gt'ape field 'Norkers were owed
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back wages.ill (The reports did not distinguish between juvenile and adult work ~rs.) The problem is not
an inability to find labor violations, but getting enough investigators out into the fields.

Child Labor in Agriculture Not a Priority

Until fiscal year 1998, WHD enforcement in agriculture was minimal. In fiscal y(:ar 1997, for example,
the agency reported only fourteen child labor violations in agriculture.r!2 "Until the Salad Bowl
initiative, the Department of Labor's history was not to focus on agriculture at all," according to Darlene
Adkins of the National Consumers League Child Labor Coalition. "Their levels of enforcement in
agriculture were very low; basically they had no presence in agriculture."~

The low priority of child labor in agriculture changed somewhat in fisca.l year 19S'8 (October 1997
through September 1998), when the Department of Labor launched a "s~liad bowl" initiative. The "salad
bowl" program targeted five crops-lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers, onions, and garUc-for increased
compliance within a five-year period. Labor law violations are common in all oftJlese labor-intensive,
hand-harvested crops. Different regional offices tailored their salad bowls to refle(~t area crops: in
Arizona, chili peppers and green peppers were added; in New Jersey, blueberries; in Maryland, melons;
in Louisiana, strawberries. The number of violations found increased coitlsiderabl)-from fourteen in 1997
to 104 in 1998-but still remained extraordinarily 10w.W

Ineffective Sanctions

Even when violations are found, sanctions generally are weak and ineffective. The Wage and Hour
Division can assess civil money penalties in the case of child labor violations (for ,~xample, underage
workers) and for repeated and willful wage violations (WHD does not have statutcry authority to assess
penalties for first-time wage violations). The amount of civil money peruuties ordered for child labor
violations in 1990 averaged only $212 per violation.~ Wage and Hour Division (Ifficials told Human
Rights Watch they did not know what the average penalty per child labor violation was in fiscal year
1998, but that the average penalty for all Wage and Hour violations was :S971. .f..Q..1 Since 1991, the
maximum civil money penalty available for a nonwillful child labor violation has l)een $10,000. In
practice, fines at that level are assessed only in cases of death or serious injury.2Q.'!

For most growers, fines are relatively insignificant and it is easier and ch'~aper for 1hem to violate the law
and risk a fine than to comply with the law-especially since low rates of f:nforcement mean detection is
rare. An Arizona investigator told Human Rights Watch that "the fines are not strOl1g enough. I had a
grower say to me, "The fine is only $1,000; I'll just pay it and keep doing things as I am."~

The same investigator noted that the Phoenix district office, in a search for something more effective
than civil money penalties, has increasingly turned to civil court injunctions, mem(] randa of
understanding, and the FLSA's "hot goods" provision.2.QQ This trend, true ofWHD':) efforts nationwide,
is a laudable and promising tactic.

The "hot goods" provision did not come into use by WHD until 1998, altll0ugh it b~s been part of the
FLSA since its origination in 1938. The provision prohibits the shipment in interstate commerce of any
goods produced in violation of minimum wage, overtime, or child labor fequirements.2.Q1 It can be
extremely effective, particularly in agriculture, in that it allows the WHD to seek te rnporary restraining
orders preventing the movement of tainted goods. This creates great incentives for (~ompanies, growers,
and other affected businesses to cooperate with WHD. Such cooperation has included future compliance
agreements and arrangements for ongoing monitoring.
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Use of the "hot goods" provision is still an exception rather than the rule. AccordiJlg to Department of
Labor officials, statistics on its use are unavailable.~

Growers' Avoidance of Liability

In addition to weak sanctions, another common obstacle to the FLSA eru:orcement in agriculture is
growers' distancing of themselves from their workers through the use of farm labol: contractors. The
maneuver, largely successful so far, seeks to avoid grower liability for labor violations by maintaining
that the workers are not employees of the grower, but of the farm labor contractor I~xclusively. Of course,
this is a total fiction. The growers own or lease the land and determine planting, cultivation, and
harvesting methods and schedules. They also pay, via the contractors, for all of the work that is done.

When growers avoid liability in this manner, there are two results. First, the growers escape
accountability and are free to continue the violating practices; and second, workers' back pay, fmes, and
other penalties are unlikely to be collected, as many farm labor contractors are itint:rant and without
assets. In other words, nobody pays.

The Wage and Hour Division can beat this unjust maneuvering by findin,gjoint employment-and
therefore joint liability-between the grower and the fann labor contractor. WHD-wruch only recently
began to seek joint liability in the farmworker context-determines joint employmeI1t by looking at a
variety of factors, including: whether the grower has the authority to control, either directly or indirectly,
the workers or the work they perform; whether the grower has control over employment conditions or

wage payment; and ,,"hether the work performed is an integral part of the grower's ]>usiness.2Q2

Other labor experts contend that joint employment under the FLSA (as well as undl~r the Migrant and
Seasonal Agricultural Worker Protection Act (MSPA), also enforced by 'WHDlli) is much broader, and
includes all instances where growers "suffer or permit" the workers to work,ill This approach more
accurately reflects the language and intent of the FLSA, which defines "employ" as "to suffer or permit
to work."m

Failure to Coordinate with States

Not all states regulate child labor in agriculture. Of those that do, not all e:nforce thc:ir laws. In a 1999
survey by the Child Labor Coalition, only ten states reported targeting child labor cJrnpliance in
agriculture the previous year.ill Of these ten states, only four-California, Florida, l'~ew Jersey, and New
York-reported a significant number of investigations.ill

Inexplicably, the Wage and Hour Division does not coordinate its efforts with thOSt: of the individual
states. A state's level of child labor law enforcement is not taken into account in de1 ermining federal
enforcement efforts.ill Indeed, WHD does not even collect state enforcement stati~;tics, meaning they do
not know which states, and to what extent, are participating at all in combating chil d labor in

agriculture.ill

The Wage and Hour Division's failure to coordinate with the states-or at least take into account state
practices when formulating their own goals and strategies-means that resources ma:r not be used to their
best advantage. Efforts may be duplicated in some states; in others, a need for a hei?;htened WHD
presence may go unnoticed. In all cases, information sharing between state and fed{:rallabor departments
would be appropriate, useful, and likely to increase positive enforcement results.
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The Worker Protection Standard and other Environmental Protection Agency Regulations and
their Enforcement

In 1992, the Environmental Protection Agency (EP A) promulgated a Worker Pr01ection Standard
intended to "reduce the risks of illness or injury resulting from. ..occupational ei{posures to pesticides.
.."ill This regulation \\"as a significant step forward in protecting the hE~a1th offalmworkers. The
Worker Protection Standard forbids employers from requiring or allowing workers, other than trained
pesticide handlers, to enter or remain in areas being treated with pesticides. It reqllires employers to
notify workers when areas have been treated by pesticides, either orally, by means of prominently-posted
"Danger" signs, or both, depending on the pesticide's labeling statement. The Stan dard further requires
that workers be trained regarding pesticide safety, pesticide-related illne~;ses, and (:mergency responses
to pesticide exposure.

Restricted-entry intervals (REIs) are also set by the EPA but do not form part of the Worker Protection
Standard itself.ill Restricted-entry intervals refer to the period of time after a pestlcide's application
during which workers should not be in the treated areas. Generally speaking, the sllortest REI is twelve
hours and the longest is seventy-two hours.ill Dry conditions-as in the Puizona desert-may necessitate a

longer REI, particularly anlong toxicity category I pesticides, which are tl1e most t<,xic.f2Q

The problem with the Worker Protection Standard and the REI regulatioIlS is that t hey are formulated
with adults-and only adults-in mind. Restricted-entry intervals are deternJlined using the model of a
154-pound adult male. There is no prohibition on children mixing, handling, or applying pesticides.
Despite the greater vulnerability of juveniles to pesticides, there is no special consideration for them in
the EP A regulations at all.

The Worker Protection Standard, although a federal regulation, is enforced by the itldividual states,
usually by their departments of agriculture.ill In an interview with Human Rights Watch, a top EP A
official said that the agency "has concern for the lack of consistency state to state regarding enforcement.
...We're talking about enforcement of a national standard, and we'd like to think tJlere was [consistency
in enforcement], but we're not that naive."m A national assessment by E:P A of how the states are
implementing and enforcing the regulations is underway as of the end of 1'. 999.m

In response to outside concern and inquiries-notably by the General Accolmting Otl:icelli and a
coalition of prominent nongovernmental organization~-the EP A also b.~gan in th~ late 1990s to look
at children as a special population in need of protection. As of this writin~: in late 1~)99, however, no new
protections for farmworker juveniles had been proposed by the EP A.

Arizona Enforcement of EP A Regulations

In Arizona, pesticide enforcement is carried out by the Environmental Services Division of the Arizona
Department of Agriculture. In addition to pesticide compliance and enforcement, th!~ division is
responsible for registering and licensing feed, fertilizers, and pesticides.

There are two immediate areas of concern regarding Arizona's enforcement of feder al pesticide
regulations. The fIrst, probably true for all state agriculture departments, i~; that the (Lepartment itself and
most of its inspectors have traditionally served the needs of growers, not v;.orkers. This is reflected in the
Department of Agriculture's Mission Statement: "To regulate and support Arizona agriculture in a
manner that encourages fanning, ranching, and agribusiness while protecting conswners and natural
resources."m It contains not a word about protecting agricultural workers.
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This attitude was revealed also in an informal and unsolicited comment made to Jlunlan Rights Watch
by an inspector in Yuma, who said that when growers violated worker safety stanliards he preferred not
to cite them. "I prefer to work with the grower," he said. "I prefer to get voluntary compliance. "m A
federal EP A official also acknowledged that state agriculture inspectors may be bi ased toward

growers.m

A second problem is that only two of Arizona's eleven Environmental Services in~;pectors are bilingual
in English and Spanish. Given that approximately 99 percent of Arizona..s farmworkers are
Spanish-speaking,.f12 the lack of bilingual inspectors raises serious doubts regarditlg the abilit}. of
Arizona to adequately ensure pesticide-use compliance and the comrnitrtlent of th~~ state to this mandate.

Field Sanitation Standards: Federal OSHA and OSHA-Approved State Plan~, and their
Enforcement

In 1987, the federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) issued a Field Sanitation
Standard. The Standard requires agricultural employers to provide workt~rs with:

(1) Cool and potable drinking water in sufficient amounts, dispensed ])y
single-use drinking cups or by fountains and readily accessible to all; :md

(2) One toilet and a handwashing facility for each twenty employees, located
within a quarter-mile walk.

OSHA predicted that implementation of this standard would reduce by hundreds orthousands the annual
incidence offarmworker illnesses, injuries, and deaths, including heat-related deat]ls and injuries,
parasitic intestinal illnesses, pesticide-related illnesses, and urinary tract infections 2Q

Aside from enforcement problems, the primary weakness of the Field Sa:rlitation S1andard is that
Congress annually limits its application to agricultural establishments that employ ~leven or more people
as hand laborers.ill Farms employing fewer than eleven hand laborers woe exempt, As a result, hundreds
of thousands offarmworkers, including juveniles, may not have access to basic saIJitation and health
requirements. Even worse, the limit of OSHA jurisdiction to farms with (~leven or Jnore workers is
absolute, extending far beyond field sanitation-it applies even to cases where workl~rs face unsafe
working conditions or where a catastrophe or fatality has occurred. Whatever happl~ns on a farm with ten
or fewer employees, OSHA may not investigate.

Individual states may develop and operate their own occupational safety imd health programs. These
programs, called State Plans, must be approved and monitored by federal OSHA. (Ince in place, they
supplant (with limited exceptions) direct federal OSHA enforcement in tllat state.

As of December 1999, twenty-one states had approved State Plans.lli OJ: these, only four-Alaska,
Arizona, Oregon, and Washington-required fanns with ten or fewer workers to conlply with field
sanitation standards.ill Arizona's state-plan jurisdiction extends to all falms with five or more \vorkers.
Some employers attempt to dodge the sanitation regulations by splitting up their w()rkers into crews of
four, each in a different field (thereby giving the appearance of no more than four v/orkers), or by hiring

their labor via farm labor contractors.lli

Even when the standards do apply, violations are rampant. According to 1:he GenenLl Accounting Office,
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violations were found in 69 percent of all federal field inspections condllcted in 1 ()90.lli Despite this
high rate of violations, enforcement is minimal. The GAD reported in 1 '~98 that "()SHA has devoted less
than 3 percent of its inspections over the past 5 years to agriculture, even though agriculture is often
considered to be one of the most hazardous industries."~

States with their own OSHA plans generally fare no better, and may have even lo,ver rates of
compliance, depending on their standards and the vigor with which inspl~ctions taJ:e place and violations
are cited and fined. A 1990 study in North Carolina found that "only 4 p~rcent of t!le hired farmworkers

surveyed had access to drinking water, ...handwashing and toilet facili1:ies."lli

Arizona OSHA

In Arizona, the state most closely examined by Human Rights Watch, thl~re is very little enforcement of
field sanitation standards or other health and safety regulations. The Indu.strial ConlInission's Division of
Occupational Safety and Health (hereinafter Arizona OSHA) has jurisdic:tion over all farm health and
safety issues, not just field sanitation. The agency, however, does not make any farm inspections on its
own initiative. "We don't do farm inspections unless we receive a compl~Lint from ~n employee or a
referral from another government agency," said Art Morelos, Complianc(~ Supervisor for the Tucson
office.lli Morelos noted that "I'm sure a lot [offarmworkers] get hurt that we never hear about."n2

The Tucson office is responsible for seven southern Arizona counties, in<:luding Y\lrna County, where
about 75 percent of Arizona farmwork takes place. The office averages only thirty 10 fifty farm
inspections a year, almost all of them the result of referrals from farmworker advocates in other
agencies, including legal aid workers.

There is general agreement that farmworkers rarely initiate complaints th(~mselves. The primary reason,
discussed earlier in this report, is fear of retribution. Fam1workers are sirn.ply too Vlllnerable; to complain
is to risk their job. In addition to fear, farmworkers are unlikely to know that they h:ive a right to clean
and plentiful drinking water, toilet facilities, and a place to wash their haIJ.ds. MorelDs acknowledged
both of these concerns. "They're afraid of losing their jobs; afraid to speak: up because of retaliation.
They don't know what their rights are."

Nor are they likely to learn what their rights are, as Arizona's state OSHA does not (:ngage in
farmworker education regarding minimum sanitation standards. Even if ~'orkers did know that their
rights were being violated and wanted to complain, however, they would have yet aJlother hurdle to
cross-filing the complaint. Both state regulations and state-OSHA policy requires all complaints,
including complaints from workers, to be submitted in writing.f.4Q Nor is 1:here a toll-free number that
workers can call, whether to make a complaint, find out how to make a complaint, (Jr ask for
information. The vast majority offarmworkers, of course, live in rural are;iS, are very pQor, and have
minimal educational backgrounds. Many do not speak English. Given the~ie conditicrns and
circumstances, it is not surprising that worker complaints are rare.ill

Several fannworker advocates reported that, when they do make referrals to state O~)HA, the response is
slow and ineffective. They also complained of a rigid insistence on receiving writterl infonnation
regarding violations, a requirement that the regulations themselves do not extend to referring agencies.
One advocate said, "I call with a complaint, they tell me to fax it in. Fax it! I'm in thl~ middle of
nowhere! Do they think farmworkers are going to be able to fax in their complaints? "ill

Arizona OSHA has shown little interest in establishing a presence outside of the twCI major metropolitan
areas of Tucson and Phoenix. There is no office in Yuma, not even a seasonal office during the peak
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growing season. OSHA trips to remote areas-where much agricultural vvork take~; place, and where,
because of a lack of oversight and government intervention, abuses are most pleIJtiful-are reportedly very
rare.

Part of the problem appears to be due to understaffing. The Tucson offi,ce of Ari20na OSHA, responsible
for an area with approximately one million residents, has five inspector:s. They hcL\"e jurisdiction over all
workplaces except mines and on federal installations and reservations. '[hey are so understaffed that they
do not investigate farm accidents unless there is a fatality or a catastrop:l1e (three I)r more people

hospitalized due to a single accident).lli

When occupational violations are found and agricultural employers cited, it is US1Ially the farm labor
contractor alone who faces liability. "The growers got wise," said Art !v[orelos. "13ecause whoever pays
the workers has to.also pay the workers comp insurance, transportation insurance, deal with sanitation,
worry about OSHA, etc."2H He also noted that farm labor contractors ~~enerally }la,-e fewer resources
and are more difficult to collect rilleS from than are growers. Unlike the U.S. DeI'artment of Labor,
Arizona OSHA is not yet pursuing the growers themselves via a theory of joint Ii ability.

169 Frank Zamudio, Arizona Department of Agriculture Industrial Hygienist, during a Human Fights Watch interview,
October 1, 1998, in reference to agricultural employers.

170 29 V.S.C. section 203(1).

171 These prohibitions apply to all legal aid offices receiving federal Legal Services Corporation fimding. There is no
private right of action for child labor violations. Prior to these restrictions (1996 for the ban on cl:lSS-actions), however, legal
aid offices could mount class action lawsuits regarding wage and hour violations.

172 U.S. General Accounting Office, "Child Labor in Agriculture: Characteristics and Legality 1)[ \\ -ork," Washington, DC
U.S. General Accounting Office, 1998; GAO/HEHS-98-1l2R, p. 2.

173 The FLSA allows for very limited exceptions to this, including work delivering IrteWSpapers, acing, and making
evergreen wreaths.

174 Agriculture is the second most dangerous occupation after mining. Mine workers, however, m~L be at least eighteen
years old.

175 National Research Council, Protecting Youth at Work, pp. 146-148.

176 Ibid., p. 21

177 Ibid., p. 142

178 Ibid.,p.147.

179 Ibid., p. 21

180 Ibid., p. 147, citing United States Bureau of the Census.

181 Digest of Education Statistics, 1998 (http://nces.ed.gov/pubs99/digest98/chaptt:r2.htm1).

182 Human Rights Watch telephone interview with Dan Werner, Farmworker Legal Services ol'Ne\\' York staff attorney,
March 17,2000;

183 National Center for Fannworker Health, "Who are America's Farmworkers?"
http://www.ncfu.orgtaboutfws/aboutfws.htm, accessed March 22,1999, p. 2. The U.S. Bureau of La..~r Statistics reported in
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v. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITHINTERNA TIONAL L.~ W
= = =~.=-==~==

The United States violates multiple provisions of international treaties in its treatnlent of fannworker
children. The failure to protect farmworker children equally with nonfarrnworker children violates the
right to equal protection of the law, found not only in the United States C~onstitution but also in the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Convention on the Ri!~ts of the Child. The
United States also is in violation of provisions requiring the protection of children from economic
exploitation and from dangerous or otherwise. hanDful working conditions.

.-'\dditional international standards are violated by the failure of the U.S. to enforce its laws that do
purport to protect children \\.orking in agriculture. These various infractio:ns of intemationallaw are
discussed below.

"iolation of International ~on-Discrimination Laws

L"'nited States law-which sets a lower standard of protection for child fann'workers Ulan for children
\\-orking in other occupations-violates various international treaties forbidding discriminatory laws and
practices. Article 26 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) states that
..[a ]11 persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to the equal protection
of the law. ..." The United States has been a State Party to the ICCPR sinc:e 1992. .-cirticle 2 of the
Convention on the Rights of the Child requires States Parties (which the U.S. is not, having signed but
not ratified the Convention) to respect and ensure all rights enumerated in the COn\-eIltion-which include
se\'eral applicable to child fannworkers (see below)-without discrimination of any kind. Among those
bases of discrimination explicitly forbidden are race, color, language, and national, elhnic or social

ongm.

ILO Convention Concerning the Prohibition and Immediate Eliminati(tn of the 'Worst Forms of
Child Labour (Worst Forms of Child Labor Convention)

In 1999, the International Labour Organization adopted a convention calling for all ratifying Member
States "to secure the prohibition and elimination of the worst forms of child labour as a matter of
urgency. "ill The United States ratified this convention on December 2, 1999. Prior tc adoption of the
convention, the United States government spoke strongly in its favor, urging ILO Members to "join
together and to say there are some things we cannot and will not tolerate."J..'!!!

L-nfortunately, the United States itself witnesses and tolerates extreme forms of child labor that
undoubtedly fall within the intended purview of the Worst Forms of Child Labour COIl\'ention.

l- nder the convention, "the worst fornls of child labour" include, among others, "work which, by its
nature or the circumstances in ,,-hich it is carried out, is likely to harm the health, safet:.. or morals of
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children."ill Exactly what constitutes such types of work is left to be detennine\l by Member States, in
consultation with employer and worker organizations and in considera"tion of int~mationa1 standards,
particularly the ILO Worst Fonns of Child Labour Recommendation.~~ This Recommendation, adopted
in 1999 in conjunction with the convention of the same name, states th,at:

In detennining the types of work referred to under Article :3(d) oftht:
Convention [the "worst fonns of child labour" definition], and in identifying
where they exist, consideration should be given, as a minin1um, to:

(a) work which exposes children to physical, emotional or :)exual abllse;

(b) wo~k underground, under water, at dangerous heights or in confined spaces;

(c) work with dangerous machinery, equipment and tools, or which irlvolves the
manual handling or transport of heavy loads;

(d) work in an unhealthy environment which may, for example, expose children
to hazardous substances, agents or processes, or to temperatures, nois\~ levels,
or vibrations damaging to their health;

(e) work under particularly difficult conditions such as work for long }lOUrs or
during the night or work which does not allow for the possibility of re1uming
home each day.2.4.'1.

As seen in this report, children working in agriculture in the United State:~-who nurl1ber in the hundreds
of thousands-face the risks outlined in subparagraphs (c) through (e): work with dallgerous machinery,
equipment, and tools; work in an unhealthy environment, including expo~;ure to haJ:ardous substances,
notably pesticides; and work for long hours, during the night, or without the possibi lity of returning
home each day. In addition, female farmworkers may face the danger of subparagraph (a) (exposure to
sexual abuse).

It is apparent, then, that fann work in the U.S. sometimes runs a high risk ofhanning the health and
safety of children, and does in many cases meet the definitional requirements of the "worst forms of
child labor." Consequently, as a ratifying member state of the Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention:
the United States is under an affirmative obligation to take immediate and effective steps to ascertain
what forms and conditions of child labor in agriculture violate the convention and tl1en eliminate them.

The convention further calls OI} member states to: prevent children from engaging in the worst forms of
child labor; provide direct assistance for the removal of children already engaged in the worst forms of
child labor; identify and reach out to children at risk; and take account of the special situation of girls.~

Far from acknowledging the danger of farm work to children and taking thl~se approl,riate steps, the
United States by law permits children to engage in agricultural labor with £ewer restrictions than children
working in other areas. This includes permitting children to engage in hazardous agricultural work.

Even worse, the United States government mistakenly contends that the United State) is already in full
compliance with the Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention. While eage:r to point out abusive child
labor practices in Guatemala, Brazil, Pakistan, and other developing countr:les,lli the United States is
myopic when it comes to domestic abuses. In announcing U.S. ratification of the CoI1vention, the White
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House declared that ratification "would require no changes in U.S. law and practi,:e. U.S. law already
prohibits the worst forms of child labor, and law enforcement and social service rrograms are in place to
implement the requirements of the Convention. "m

This conclusion was the work of "a Presidential advisory group of labor, business and governrnent
experts."ill This "advisory group" appears to fall substantially short ofl:he broad-spectrum consultative
process called for in article 4 of the Convention and mentioned above.1he "advisl)ry group" utilized is a
standing advisory panel, the Tripartite Advisory Panel on Intemationall.abor Standards.~ It consists of
attorneys representing the following:

.the United States Secretary of Labor;

the United States Secretary of State;

the United States Secretary of Commerce;

.the President of the AFL-CIO (American Federation of Labor and Congress of Incus trial

Organizations);

the President of the U.S. Council for International Business.ill

Legal counsel for the Presidential Advisors on National Security and Economics also participate.Q

In other words, the U.S. "advisory group," consisted of five people appointed from ~~overnment, one
from business, and one from labor-a lopsided arrangement at best.

In its report, this advisory panel concluded that there would be no need for the U.S. I~overnrnent to
fomlally consult with worker and employer organizations to identify wher,~ the worst fomls of child
labor exist (as required by Article 4(2)) because "[e]mployer and worker organizations, along with the
general public, have regular access to the Department of Labor and other government agencies. .."1

The Convention on the Rights of the Child

The United States has signed but not ratified the Convention on the Rights of the Chlld (CRC). (The
only other country that has not ratified the convention is Somalia, which h~LS no funcl:ioning
government.) Notwithstanding the failure of the U.S. to ratify it, the convention provides strong
guidance as to the minimum protections to which children-defmed as all those under the age of
eighteen-are entitled. Several provisions of the convention apply to farmworker children.
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children." Compliance with this standard is compromised in the U.S. by the spott:{ availability of~alth
care and medical clinics for farmworking children (as well as all childre~n-farmw()rkers and otherwise-of
agricultural laborers). Farmworkers donlt usually earn enough to pay for health care out-of-pocket, and
rarely can afford health insurance. According to a spokesperson for the 1~ational Center for Farmworker
Health, almost all farmworker children are eligible for Medicaid,~ but dilfficulties in enrollment and the
lack of state-to-state portability, however, mean that relatively few are a1,le to utilize it..;? Less than 15
percent of farmworkers have access to federally-subsidized health clinic:)..4

Article 28 of the convention recognizes the right of all children to educal:ion. It ins tructs governments to
make education "available and accessible to all," and to "[t]ake measures.. to encoUJ'age regular
attendance at schools and the reduction of drop-out rates." In the United :States, the school drop-out rate
among farmworker .children is 45 percent.

Finally, article 3 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child states that "In all actions concerning
children. ..the best interests of the child shall be a primary consideration."

245 International Labour Organization Convention Concerning the Prohibition and Irnlnediate Act ion for the Elimination of
the Worst Forms of Child Labour (Worst Forms of Child Labor Convention), Article 1.

246 Office of the Press Secretary, The White House, "Remarks by the President to the Yntemational Labor Organization
Conference," June 16, 1999.

247 \\'orst Forms of Child Labor Convention, Article 3(d).

248 Ibid., Article 4.

249 International Labour Organization Recommendation Concerning the Prohibition and Immediate Elimination of the
Worst Forms of Child Labour, paragraph 3.

250 Worst Fonns of Child Labour Convention, Article 7.

251 See. for example, Office of the Press Secretary, the White House, "Remarks by the President at ~igning ofILO
Convention 182," December 2, 1999.

252 Office of the Press Secretary, the White House, "President Clinton Ratifies the New ILO ConveJltion on the Worst
Forms of Child Labor: Promoting Core Labor Standards Around the World," December 2,1999.

253 Ibid.

254 Human Rights Watch telephone interview with Charlie Spring, Director for the Office of the International Labor

Organization, Washington, D.C., February 1,2000.

255 Report of the Tripartite Advisory Panel on International Labor Standards to the President's Comr1ittee on the
International Labor Organization Regarding Convention No. 182 on the Worst Forms of Child Labor, .~ '.Doc.
IO6-005-SIP-99-3, p. 2.

0 Human Rights Watch telephone interview with Charlie Spring, Director for the Office of the International Labor

Organization, Washington, D.C., February 1,2000.

1 Report of the Tripartite Advisory Panel on International Labor Standards, p. 20. Article 4(2) of the v.'orst Fonns of Child
Labor Convention states that "The competent authority, after consultation with the organizations of emp loyers and workers
concerned. shall identify where the types of work so detennined exist."

2 Medicaid is a federally-subsidized health insurance program for low-income people.

3 Human Rights Watch telephone interview with Gina Rose Lombardi, Public Information Coordinator National Cent~r for

5
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Farmworker Health, March 22, 1999. States may take up to forty-five days to proces~; Medicaid ipplications; a worker's
eligibility must be re-validated every one to six months; and only some states reciprocate on Meliicaid eligibility. National
Advisory Council on Migrant Health, Losing Ground: The Condition ofF armworker s in Americ a (Bethesda, MD:
Department of Health and Human Services, 1995), pp. 8-9.

4 National Advisory Council on Migrant Health, Losing Ground: The Condition of }-armworker y in America (Bethesda, MD:
Department of Health and Human Services, 1995), p. 10.
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No employer shall employ any oppressive child labor in commerce or in the production of goods for

commerce or in any enterprise engaged in commerce or in the production of goods £)r commerce.

(d) Proof of age

Sec. 213. Exemptions
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as a hand harvest laborer, is paid on a piece rate basis in an operation which has been, and is customarily
and generally recognized as having been, paid on a piece rate basis in the region of employment, (ii) is
employed on the same farm as his parent or person standing in the plac:e of his pillent, and (iii) is paid at
the same piece rate as employees over age sixteen are paid on the same, farm, or 1:£) if such employee is
principally engaged in the range production of livestock; or

(b) Maximum hour requirements

The 

provisions of section 207 of this title shall not apply with respect to -

(12) any employee employed in agriculture or in connection \\ith the operation or maintenance of
ditches, canals, reservoirs, or waterways, not owned or operated for profit, or opel ated on a sharecrop
basis, and which are used exclusively for supply and storing of water, at least 90 percent of which was
ultimately delivered for agricultural purposes during the preceding calendar year; ()r

( c) Child labor requirements

(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2) or (4), the provisions of section 2.12 of this title relating to child
labor shall not apply to any employee employed in agriculture outside of school hotlfs for the school
district where such employee is living while he is so employed, if such employee -

(A) is less than twelve years of age and (i) is employed by his parent, or by a
person standing in the place of his parent, on a fann owned or operated by such
parent or person, or (ii) is employed, with the cor:Isent of his parent or person
standing in the place of his parent, on a farm, none of the employees of which
are (because of subsection (a)(6)(A) of this section) required 10 be paid at the
wage rate prescribed by section 206(a)(5) of this title,

(B) is twelve years or thirteen years of age and (i) such emplo:mtent is vrith the
consent of his parent or person standing in the place of his parent, or (ii) his
parent or such person is employed on the same farm as such employee, or

(C) is fourteen years of age or older.

(2) The provisions of section 212 of this title relating to child labor shall apply to an (~mployee below the
age of sixteen employed in agriculture in an occupation that the Secretary of Labor fi]lds and declares to
be particularly hazardous for the employment of children below the age of s.ixteen, except where such
employee is employed by his parent or by a person standing in the place of Iris parent on a farm owned or
operated by such parent or person.

(3) The provisions of section 212 of this title relating to child labor shall not apply to ,my child employed
as an actor or performer in motion pictures or theatrical productions, or in ra.dio or teh~vision
producti ons.

(4)

(A) An employer or group of employers may apply to the Secretary for a ,vaiver
of the application of section 212 of this title to the emplo)'nlent 1:or not m<Jre
than eight weeks in any calendar year of individuals who are les~; than twelve
years of age, but not less than ten years of age, as hand harvest laborers in an
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agricultural operation which has been, and is customarily and genenlily
recognized as being, paid on a piece rate basis in the region in \VhiC}l such
individuals would be employed. The Secretary may not grant such a waiver
unless he finds, based on objective data submitted by the applicant, that -

(i) the crop to be harvested is one with a particularly short harvesting season
and the application of section 212 of this title would cause severe ec(lnomic
disruption in the industry of the employer or group of employers appJying for
the waiver;

(ii) the employment of the individuals to whom the waiver would apply would
not be deleterious to their health or well-being;

(iii) the level and type of pesticides and other chemicals used would Mt have an
adverse effect on the health or well-being of the individuals to whom 1he
waiver would apply;

(iv) individuals age twelve and above are not available for such emplo:vment;
and

(v) the industry of such employer or group of employers has traditionally and
substantially employed individuals under twelve years of age without displacing
substantial job opportunities for individuals over sixteen yew's of age.

(B) Any waiver granted by the Secretary under subparagraph (A) shall require
that -

(i) the individuals employed under such waiver be employed outside of)chool
hours for the school district where they are living while so emplo)"ed;

(ii) such individuals while so employed commute daily from their permanent
residence to the farm on which they are so employed; and

(iii) such individuals be employed under such waiver (1) for not more than eight
weeks between June 1 and October 15 of any calendar year, and (II) in
accordance with such other terms and conditions as the Secreutry shall
prescribe for such individuals' protection.

(5)

(A) In the administration and enforcement of the child labor provisions oj~this
chapter, employees who are 16 and 17 years of age shall be penmitted to L)ad
materials into, but not operate or unload materials from, scrap paper balers and
paper box compactors -

(i) that are safe for 16- and 17-year-old employees loading the scrap paper
balers or paper box compactors; and

(ii) that cannot be operated while being loaded.

(B) For purposes of subparagraph (A), scrap paper balers and paper box

7
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compactors shall be considered safe for 16- or 17-year-old employees to load
only if -

(i)

(I) the scrap paper balers and paper box compactors meet 1he Amen can
National Standards Institute's Standard ANSI Z245.5 1990 for scrap paper
balers and Standard ANSI Z245.2-1992 for paper box compactors; cr

(II) the scrap paper balers and paper box compactors meet iill applicable
standard that is adopted by the American National Standards Institut\~ after
August 6, 1996, and that is certified by the Secretary to be at least as protective
of the s.afety of minors as the standard described in subclause (I);

(ii) the scrap paper balers and paper box compactors include an on-off slNitch iiicclrporating a key-lock or
other system and the control of the system is maintained in the custody of employ(~es who are 18 years of
age or older;

(iii) the on-off switch of the scrap paper balers and paper box compactor:; is maint.lined in an off
position when the scrap paper balers and paper box compactors are not in operatiOJ1; and

(iv) the employer of 16- and 17-year-old employees provides notice, and .posts a n(Jtice, on the scrap
paper balers and paper box compactors stating that -

(I) the scrap paper balers and paper box compactors meet the applicab1~
standard described in clause (i);

(II) 16- and 17 -year-old employees may only load the scrap paper baler; and
paper box compactors; and

(III) any employee under the age of 18 may not operate or unload the sc rap
paper balers and paper box compactors. The Secretary shall publish in the
Federal Register a standard that is adopted by the American N;ational St:mdards
Institute for scrap paper balers or paper box compactors and c{~rtified by the
Secretary to be protective of the safety of minors under clause (i)(II).

(C)

(i) Employers shall prepare and submit to the Secretary reports -

(1) on any injury to an employee under the age of 18 that requifl~s medical
treatment (other than first aid) resulting from the employee's contact with a
scrap paper baler or paper box compactor during the loading, operation, (If
unloading of the baler or compactor; and

(II) on any fatality of an employee under the age of 18 resulting from the
employee's contact with a scrap paper baler or paper box compa,~tor during the
loading, operation, or unloading of the baler or compactor.

(ii) The reports described in clause (i) shall be used by the Secretary to detennine whe1her or not the
implementation of subparagraph (A) has had any effect on the safety of child:ren.
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(iii) The reports described in clause (i) shall provide -

(1) the name, telephone number, and address of the employer and tht' address of
the place of employment where the incident occurred;

(II) the name, telephone number, and address of the emplo)ree who suffered an
injury or death as a result of the incident;

(Ill) the date of the incident;

(IV) a description of the injury and a narrative describing how the incident
occurred; and

(V) the name of the manufacturer and the model number of the scrap paper
baler or paper box compactor involved in the incident.

(iv) The reports described in clause (i) shall be submitted to the Secretary promptly, but not later than 10
days after the date on which an incident relating to an injury or death occurred.

(v) The Secretary may not rely solely on the r~ports described in clause (i) as the basis for making a
determination that any of the employers described in clause (i) has violated a provision of section 212 of
this title relating to oppressive child labor or a regulation or order issued p\lfSuant to section 212 of this
title. The Secretary shall, prior to making such a determination, conduct an investiga1ion and inspection
in accordance with section 212(b) of this title.

(vi) The reporting requirements of this subparagraph shall expire 2 years after AUguS1 6, 1996

(6) In the administration and enforcement of the child labor provisions of this chapter, employees who
are under 17 years of age may not drive automobiles or trucks on public roadways. Enlployees who are
17 years of age may drive automobiles or trucks on public roadways only if..

(A) such driving is restricted to daylight hours;

(B) the employee holds a State license valid for the type of driving involve,d in
the job performed and has no records of any moving violation at the time (If
hire',

(C) the employee has successfully completed a State approved driver education

course;

(D) the automobile or truck is equipped with a seat belt for the drilver and allY
passengers and the employee's employer has instructed the emplo:'r'ee that the
seat belts must be used when driving the automobile or truck;

(E) the automobile or truck does not exceed 6,000 pounds of gros~; vehicle

weight;

(F) such driving does not involve -

(i) the towing of vehic1e.Q'
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(ii) route deliveries or route sales;

(iii) the transportation for hire of property, goods, or passengers; (iv) urgent, tim{:-sensitive deliveries;

(v) more than two trips away from the primary place of employment in any single day for the purpose of
delivering goods of the employee's employer to a customer (other than urgent, tinle-sensitive deliveries);

(vi) more than two trips away from the primary place of employment in any single day for the purpose of
transporting passengers (other than employees of the employer);

(vii) transporting more than three passengers (including employees of the employer); or

(viii) driving beyond a 30 mile radius from the employee's place of employment; alld

(G) such driving is only occasional and incidental to the employee's
employment. For purposes of subparagraph (G), the term "occasional and
incidental" is no more than one-third of an employee's worktime in any
workday and no more than 20 percent of an employee's work:time in an:r
workweek.

(d) Delivery of newspapers and wreathmaking

The provisions of sections 206,207, and 212 of this title shall not apply with respect to any employee
engaged in the delivery of newspapers to the consumer or to any homeworlcer engaged in the making of
wreaths composed principally of natural holly, pine, cedar, or other evergreens (inclu1ing the harvesting
of the evergreens or other forest products used in making such wreaths).

(e) Maximum hour requirements and minimum wage employees

The provisions of section 207 of this title shall not apply with respect to employees fo:~ whom the
Secretary of Labor is authorized to establish minimum wage rates as provided in secti()ll 206(a)(3) of this
title, except with respect to employees for whom such rates are in effect; and with respect to such
employees the Secretary may make rules and regulations providing reasonable limitations and allowing
reasonable variations, tolerances, and exemptions to and from any or all of the provisicfls of section 207
of this title ifhe shall find, after a public hearing on the matter, and taking into account the factors set
forth in section 206(a)(3) of this title, that economic conditions warrant such action.
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APPENDIX B: INTERNATIONAL LABOR ORGANIZATION CONVEl'lTION 182 AND
RECOMMEl\'DA TIONS

ILO Convention No. 182

Convention concerning the Prohibition and Immediate .Action fo r the

Elimination of the Worst Forms of Child Labour

c 182 Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, 1999

The General Conference of the International Labour Organization,

Having been convened at Geneva by the Governing Body of the International Labour Office, and having
met in its 87th Session on 1 June 1999, and

Considering the need to adopt new instruments for the prohibition and elimulation of1he worst forms of
child labour, as the main priority for national and international action, including intem~tional
cooperation and assistance, to complement the Convention and the Recommendation concerning
Minimum Age for Admission to Employment, 1973, which remain fundamental instruments on child
labour, and

Considering that the effective elimination of the worst foms of child labour requires inlmediate and
comprehensive action, taking into account the importance of free basic education and tlle need to remove
the children concerned from all such work and to provide for their rehabilitation and sol:ial integration
while addressing the needs of their families, and

Recalling the resolution concerning the elimination of child labour adopted by the International Labour
Conference at its 83rd Session in 1996, and

Recognizing that child labour is to a great extent caused b~. poverty and that thl~ long-tenn solution lies
in sustained economic growth leading to social progress, in particular poverty aLlleviation and universal
education, and

Recalling the Convention on the Rights of the Child adopted by the United Nations General Assembl).
on 20 November 1989, and

Recalling the ILa Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work aJ1d its Follow-up,
adopted by the International Labour Conference at its 86th Session in 1998, and
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Recalling that some of the worst forms of child labour are covered by o,ther intenlational instruments, in
particular the Forced Labour Convention, 1930, and the United Nations: Supplementary Convention on
the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Institutions and Practices: Similar 11) Slavery, 1956, and

Having decided upon the adoption of certain proposals with regard to cllild labou]", which is the fourth
item on the agenda of the session, and

Having deternlined that these proposals shall take the fornl of an interna"tional Corlvention;

adopts this seventeenth day of June of the year one thousand nine hundred and nin~ty-nine the following
Convention, which may be cited as the Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, 1999.

Article 1

Each Member which ratifies this Convention shall take immediate and ef1:ective measures to secure the
prohibition and elimination of the worst forms of child labour as a matter of urgenc y.

Article 2

For the purposes of this Convention, the teml "child" shall apply to all per~)ons under the age of 18

Article 3

For the purposes of this Convention, the term "the worst forms of child labour" com! Irises'

(a) all fonns of slaver)' or practices similar to slavery, such as the sale and trafficking of children, debt
bondage and serfdom and forced or compulsory labour, including forced or compuls(Jry recruitment of
children for use in anned conflict;

(b) the use, procuring or offering of a child for prostitution, for the production of porn ography or for

pornographic perfonnances;

(c) the use, procuring or offering of a child for illicit activities, in particular 1:or the prG duction and
trafficking of drugs as defined in the relevant international treaties;

(d) work which, by its nature or the circumstances in which it is carried out, is likely t(] harm the health,
safety or morals of children.

Article 4

1. The types of work referred to under Article 3 (d) shall be determined by nat.ionallaw~ or regulations or
by the competent authority, after consultation with the organizations of employers and 'vorkers
concerned, taking into consideration relevant international standards, in particular Para~1aphs 3 and 4 of
the Worst Forms of Child Labour Recommendation, 1999.

2. The competent authority, after consultation with the organizations of employers and ,vorkers
concerned, shall identif)' where the types of work so determined exist.

3. The list of the types of work determined under paragraph 1 of this Article shall be periodically
examined and revised as necessary, in consultation with the organizations of employers ;md workers
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concerned.

Article 5

Each Member shall, after consultation with employers' and workers' or~:anizatioru:, establish or designate

Article 6

1. Each Member shall design and implement programmes of action to eliminate as a priority the worst
forms of child labour.

2. Such programmes of action shall be designed and implemented in con~:ultation "ith relevant
government institutions and employers' and workers' organizations, takinl~into con~:ideration the views
of other concerned groups as appropriate.

Article 7

1. Each Member shall take all necessary measures to ensure the effective implementLtion and
enforcement of the provisions giving effect to this Convention including the provision and application of
penal sanctions or, as appropriate, other sanctions.

2. Each Member shall, taking into account the importance of education in eliminating child labour, take
effective and time-bound measures to:

(a) prevent the engagement of children in the worst forms of child labour;

(b) provide the necessary and appropriate direct assistance for the removal of children from the worst
forms of child labour and for their rehabilitation and social integration;

(c) ensure access to free basic education, and, wherever possible and appropIlate, voca1ional training, for
all children removed from the worst forms of child labour;

(d) identify and reach out to children at special risk; and

(e) take account of the special situation of girls.

3. Each Member shall designate the competent authority responsible for the iIj(lplementation of the
provisions giving effect to this Convention.

Article 8

Members shall take appropriate steps to assist one another in giving effect to tile provisic,ns of this
Convention through enhanced international cooperation and/or assistance including support for social
and economic development, poverty eradication programmes and universal education.

Article 9

The formal ratifications of this Convention shall be communicated to the Direc1:or-Gener;;1 of the

appropriate mechanisms to monitor the implementation of the provisions giving effect to this
Convention.



Article

Article 13

Article 14

Article 

15
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1. Should the Conference adopt a new Convention revising this Convention in whole or in part, then,
unless the new Convention otherwise provides --

(a) the ratification by a Member of the new revising Convention shall ipso jure involve the immediate
denunciation of this Convention, notwithstanding the provisions of Arti(~le 11 aOO ve, if and when the
new revising Convention shall have come into force;

(b) as from the date when the new revising Convention comes into force, this Con'/ention shall cease to
be open to ratification by the Members.

2. This Convention shall in any case remain in force in its actual form and content j"or those Members
which have ratified it but have not ratified the revising Convention.

Article 16

The English and French versions of the text of this Convention are equally authoritative.

The foregoing is the authentic text of the Convention unanimously adopted by the GI~neral Conference of
the International Labour Organization during its Eighty-seventh Session which \\-asl1eld at Geneva and
declared closed on 17 June 1999.

IN FAITH WHEREOF we have appended our signatures this day of June lS199,

The President of the Conference,

The Director-General of the International Labour Office

RECOMMENDA nON 190

International Labour Conference, 87th Session, Geneva, June 1999

RECOMMENDATION CONCERNING THE PROHIBmON

AND IMMEDIATE ACTION FOR THE ELIMINAnON OF THE WOR~~T FOR}.t{S OF CIllLD
LABOUR

ADOPTED BY THE CONFERENCE AT ITS EIGHTY-SEVENTH SESSION, GEN]"?'V A, 17 JUNE
1999

The General Conference of the International Labour Organization,

Having been convened at Geneva by the Governing Body of the International L,abour Office, and having
met in its 87th Session on 1 June 1999, and

Having adopted the Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, 1999, and

Having decided upon the adoption of certain proposals with regard to child labollf, \\c-hich is the fourth

item on the agenda of the session, and
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Having determined that these proposals shall take the form of a RecomJnendatioIJ supplementing the
Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, 1999; adopts this seventeenth day of June of the year one
thousand nine hundred and ninety-nine the following Recommendation, which milY be cited as the Worst
Forms of Child Labour Recommendation, 1999.

1. The provisions of this Recommendation supplement those of the Worst Forms of Child Labour
Convention, 1999 (hereafter referred to as "the Convention"), and should be applird in conjunction with
them.

I. Programmes of action

2. The programmes of action referred to in Article 6 of the Convention should be d,~signed and
implemented as a matter of urgency, in consultation with relevant goven1Jment insti..tutlons and
employers' and workers' organizations, taking into consideration the views of the clildren directly
affected by the worst forms of child labour, their families and, as appropriate, other concerned groups
committed to the aims of the Convention and this Recommendation. Such prograIn1nes should aim at,
inter alia:

(a) identifying and denouncing the worst fonDS of child labour;

(b) preventing the engagement of children in or removing them from the worst form!: of child labour,
protecting them from reprisals and providing for their rehabilitation and so,cial integration through
measures which address their educational, physical and psychological needs;

(c) giving special attention to:

(i) younger children;

(ii) the girl child;

(iii) the problem of hidden work situations, in which girls are at special risk;

(iv) other groups of children with special vulnerabilities or needs;

(d) identifying, reaching out to and working with communities where children are at s[lecial risk;

(e) infomling, sensitizing and mobilizing public opinion and concerned groups, including children and
their families.

II. Hazardous work

3. In determining the types of work referred to under Article 3(d) of the Convl~ntion, an!i in identifying
where they exist, consideration should be given, inter alia, to:

(a) work which exposes children to physical, psychological or sexual abuse;

(b) work underground, under water, at dangerous heights or in confined space~i;

(c) work with dangerous machinery, equipment and tools, or which involves tl'Jle manual handling or
transport of heavy loads;
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(d) work in an unhealthy environment which may, for example, expose children to hazardous substances,
agents or processes, or to temperatures, noise levels, or vibrations damaging to their health;

(e) work under particularly difficult conditions such as work for long hours or duriIg the night or work
where the child is unreasonably confined to the premises of the employer.

4. For the types of work referred to under Article 3(d) of the Convention and Paragr,lph 3 above, national
laws or regulations or the competent authority could, after consultation with the workers' and employers'
organizations concerned, authorize employment or work as from the age of 16 on condition that the
health, safety and morals of the children concerned are fully protected, and that the children have
received adequate specific instruction or vocational training in the relevant branch of activity.

Ill. Implementation

5. (1) Detailed information and statistical data on the nature and extent of c.hild labou~ should be
compiled and kept up to date to serve as a basis for detennining priorities for national action for the
abolition of child labour, in particular for the prohibition and elimination of its worst 1:orms as a matter
of urgency.

(2) As far as possible, such infomlation and statistical data should include data disaggJ'egated by sex, age
group, occupation, branch of economic activity, status in employment, school attendan ce and
geographical location. The importance of an effective system of birth registration, inchlding the issuing
of birth certificates, should be taken into account.

(3) Relevant data concerning violations of national provisions for the prohibiition and elimination of the
worst forms of child labour should be compiled and kept up to date.

6. The compilation and processing of the information and data referred to in F'aragraph :; above should
be carried out with due regard for the right to privacy.

7. The information compiled under Paragraph 5 above should be communicat(~d to the lrlternational
Labour Office on a regular basis.

8. Members should establish or designate appropriate national mechanisms to monitor the
implementation of national provisions for the prohibition and elimination of the worst fOi:'n1S of child
labour, after consultation with employers' and workers' organizations.

9. Members should ensure that the competent authorities which have responsibj:.lities for implementing
national provisions for the prohibition and elimination of the worst forms of child labour ,;;ooperate with
each other and coordinate their activities.

10. National laws or regulations or the competent authority should detennine th(~ persons 10 be held
responsible in the event of non-compliance with national provisions for the prohibition ani! elimination
of the worst forms of child labour.

11. Members should, in so far as it is compatible with national law, cooperate with intema1ional efforts
aimed at the prohibition and elimination of the worst forms of child labour as a matter of urgency by:

(a) gathering and exchanging information concerning criminal offences, includinl~ those in"olving
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international networks;

(b) detecting and prosecuting those involved in the sale and trafficking of childre] 1, or in the use,
procuring or offering of children for illicit activities, for prostitution, for the prod\lction of pornography
or for pornographic perfoffi1ances;

(c) registering perpetrators of such offences.

12. Members should provide that the following worst fonns of child labour are criminal offences:

( a) all fonDS of slavery or practices similar to slavery, such as the sale an,d trafficki ng of children, debt
bondage and serfdom and forced or compulsory labour, including forced or compulsory recruitment of
children for use in anned conflict;

(b) the use, procuring or offering of a child for prostitution, for the produl;tion of pI )rnography or for
pornographic perfonnances; and

(c) the use, procuring or offering of a child for illicit activities, in particuhlr for the ::>roduction and
trafficking of drugs as defined in the relevant international treaties, or for ,activities which involve the
unlawful carrying or use of firearms or other weapons.

13. Members should ensure that penalties including, where appropriate, criminal peJlalties are applied
for violations of the national provisions for the prohibition and eliminatiort of any 1) pe of work referred
to in Article 3( d) of the Convention.

14. Members should also provide as a matter of urgency for other criminal, civil or administrative
remedies, where appropriate, to ensure the effective enforcement ofnatioruu provisi(lns for the
prohibition and elimination of the worst forms of child labour, such as spe(:ial supef'rision of enterprises
which have used the worst forms of child labour, and, in cases of persistent violation, consideration of
temporary or permanent revoking of permits to operate.

15. Other measures aimed at the prohibition and elimination of the worst fomls of child labour might
include the following:

(a) infonning, sensitizing and mobilizing the general public, including national and lc,cal political
leaders, parliamentarians and the judiciary;

(b) involving and training employers' and workers' organizations and civic organizaticlns;

(c) providing appropriate training for the government officials concerned, especially lllspectors and law
enforcement officials, and for other relevant professionals;

(d) providing for the prosecution in their own country of the Member's nationals who I~ornrnit offences
under its national provisions for the prohibition and immediate elimination of the wor!:t fonns of child
labour even when these offences are committed in another country;

(e) simplifying legal and administrative procedures and ensuring that they are~ appropriate and prompt;

(t) encouraging the development of policies by undertakings to promote the aims oftht: Convention;
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(g) monitoring and giving publicity to best practices on the elimination of child lilbour;

(h) giving publicity to legal or other provisions on child labour in the d:ifferent larlguages or dialects;

(i) establishing special complaints procedures and making provisions to protect frl)m discrimination and
reprisals those who legitimately expose violations of the provisions of t~l1e Convel1tion, as well as
establishing helplines or points of contact and ombudspersons;

(j) adopting appropriate measures to improve the educational infrastrucD'Jre and th(~ training of teachers
to meet the needs of boys and girls;

(k) as far as possible, taking into account in national programmes of action:

(i) the need for job creation and vocational training for the parents and adults in the families of children
working in the conditions covered by the Convention; and

(ii) the need for sensitizing parents to the problem of children working in such cond itions.

16. Enhanced international cooperation and! or assistance among Member~i for the pIombition and
effective elimination of the worst forms of child labour should complement national efforts and may, as
appropriate, be developed and implemented in consultation with employers' and workers' organizations.
Such international cooperation and/or assistance should include:

(a) mobilizing resources for national or international prograInI1;1es;

(b) mutual legal assistance;

(c) technical assistance including the exchange of infonnation;

(d) support for social and economic development, poverty eradication programmes anl1 universal
education.

The foregoing is the authentic text of the Recommendation unanimously adopted by the General
Conference of the International Labour Organization during its Eighty-seventh Session which was held
at Geneva and declared closed on 17 June 1999.

IN FAITH WHEREOF we have appended our signatures this day of June 19~}9.

The President of the Conference,

The Director-General of the International Labour Office
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APPENDIX C: EXCERPTS FROM THE CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD
-..,,= 0-=: =-

UN Convention on tIle Rights of the Child, G.A. res. 44/25, annex, 44 U.N. GAOR ~:upp. (No. 49) at
167, U.N. Doc. A/44/49 (1989). -

PREAMBLE

The States Parties to the present Convention,

Considering that, in accordance with the principles proclaimed in the Charter of the United Nations,
recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all memb\~rs of the human
family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world,

Bearing in mind that the peoples of the United Nations have, in the Charter, reaffirmed their faith in
fundamental human rights and in the dignity and worth of the human person, and have determined to
promote social progress and better standards of life in larger freedom,

Recognizing that the United Nations has, in the Universal Declaration of Hunlan Right; and in the
International Covenants on Human Rights, proclaimed and agreed that everyone is entitled to all the
rights and freedoms set forth therein, without distinction of any kind, such as jrace, COIO1Ir, sex, language,
religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, propert}., birth or other stat\ls,

Recalling that, in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the United Nations has proclaimed that
childhood is entitled to special care and assistance,

Convinced that the family, as the fundamental group of society and the natural environrn ent for the
growth and well-being of all its members and particularly children, should be afforded the necessary
protection and assistance so that it can fully assume its responsibilities within the commtlnity,

Recognizing that the child, for the full and harmonious development ofms or her person~tlity, should
grow up in a family environment, in an atmosphere of happiness, love and understanding

Considering that the child should be fully prepared to live an individual life in society, an,l brought up in
the spirit of the ideals proclaimed in the Charter of the United Nations, and in p;lrticular ill the spirit of
peace, dignity, tolerance, freedom, equality and solidarity,

Bearing in mind that the need to extend particular care to the child has been statt~d in the (reneva
Declaration of the Rights of the Child of 1924 and in the Declaration of the Rights of the (~hild adopted
by the General Assembly on 20 November 1959 and recognized in the Universal Declaration of Human
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Rights, in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (in pilrticular in articles 23 and 24), in
the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (in particulm' in article 10) and in
the statutes and relevant instruments of specialized agencies and intemal~ional org.mizations concerned
with the welfare of children, ,

Bearing in mind that, as indicated in the Declaration of the Rights of the Child, "the child, by reason of
his physical and mental immaturity, needs special safeguards and care, including appropriate legal
protection, before as well as after birth",

Recalling the provisions of the Declaration on Social and Legal Principle~) relating :0 the Protection and
Welfare of Children, with Special Reference to Foster Placement and Adoption N a1 ionally and
Internationally; the United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Administratioll of Juvenile Justice
(The Beijing Rules) ; and the Declaration on the Protection of Women and Children in Emergency and
Armed Conflict,

Recognizing that, in all countries in the world, there are children living in t~xceptioruilly difficult
conditions, and that such children need special consideration,

Taking due account of the importance of the traditions and cultural values of each peJple for the
protection and harmonious development of the child,

Recognizing the importance of international co-operation for improving the living coJlditions of children
in every country, in particular in the developing countries,

Have agreed as follows:

PART

Article 2

1. States Parties shall respect and ensure the rights set forth in the present CODtvention 11> each child
within their jurisdiction without discrimination of any kind, irrespective of the' child's or his or her
parent's or legal guardian's race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or otller opinion, nation~,
ethnic or social origin, property, disability, birth or other status.

2. States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to ensure that the child is protected against all forms
of discrimination or punishment on the basis of the status, activities, expressed opinions, or beliefs of the
child's parents, legal guardians, or family members.

Article 3

1. In all actions concerning children, whether undertaken by public or private social welf~Lre institutions,
courts of law, administrative authorities or legislative bodies, the best interests of the chiLi shall be a
primary consideration.

2. States Parties undertake to ensure the child such protection and care as is nece'ssary for his or her
well-being, taking into account the rights and duties of his or her parents, legal guardians, or other
individuals legally responsible for him or her, and, to this end, shall take all appropriate lei~islative and
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administrative measures,

3. States Parties shall ensure that the institutions, services and facilities: responsitJe for the care or
protection of children shall confonn with the standards established by (:ompetent authorities, particularly
in the areas of safety, health, in the number and suitability of their staff" as well a1; competent

supervision.

* * *

Article 24

I. States Parties recognize the right of the child to the enjoyment of the hlighest att:inable standard of
health and to facilities for the treatment of illness and rehabilitation of he~alth. State s Parties shall strive
to ensure that no chIld is deprived of his or her right of access to such he~uth care s(~rvices.;

2. States Parties shall pursue full implementation of this right and, in particular, shall take appropriate
measures:

(a) To diminish infant and child mortality;

(b) To ensure the provision of necessary medical assistance and health car(~ to all children with emphasis
on the development of primary health care;

(c) To combat disease and malnutrition, including \vithin the framework ofprim8I)' health care, through,
inter alia, the application of readily available technology and through the provision oj' adequate nutritious
foods and clean drinking-water, taking into consideration the dangers and risks of en,ironmental

pollution;

(d) To ensure appropriate pre-natal and post-natal health care for mothers;

(e) To ensure that all segments of society, in particular parents and children, are infornled, have access to
education and are supported in the use of basic knowledge of child health and nutritior!, the advantages
of breast feeding, hygiene and environmental sanitation and the prevention 01:" accidents;

(t) To develop preventive health care, guidance for parents and family planning educatJon and services.

3. States Parties shall take all effective and appropriate measures with a view to abolishing traditional
practices prejudicial to the health of children.

4. States Parties undertake to promote and encourage international co-operation with a ,'iew to achieving
progressively the full realization of the right recognized in the present article. In this regard, particular
account shall be taken of the needs of developing countries

* * *

Article 28

1. States Parties recognize the right of the child to education, and with a view toJ achievin g this right
progressively and on the basis of equal opportunity, they shall, in particular:

(a) Make primary education compulsory and available free to all
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(b) Encourage the development of different forms of secondary education, includiJ 19 general and
vocational education, make them available and accessible to every child, and take ~ippropriate measures
such as the introduction of free education and offering financial assistan(:e in case I)f need;

(c) Make higher education accessible to all on the basis of capacity by every appro} ,riate means;

(d) Make educational and vocational infonnation and guidance available ,and acces~iible to all children;

(e) Take measures to encourage regular attendance at schools and the reduction of drop-out rates.

2. States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to ensure that school discipline 1S administered in a
manner consistent ~th the child's human dignit), and in confonmty with tj~e present Convention.

3. States Parties shall promote and encourage international cooperation in Jllatters relating to education,
in particular with a view to contributing to the elimination of ignorance and illiterac)' throughout the
world and facilitating access to scientific and technical knowledge and modem teach ing methods. In this
regard, particular account shall be taken of the needs of developing COuntril~S.

* * *

Article 32

1. States Parties recognize the right of the child to be protected from economic exploi1ation and from
perfonning any work that is likely to be hazardous or to interfere with the cldld's educ~tion, or to be
hannful to the child's health or physical, mental, spiritual, moral or social development.

2. States Parties shall take legislative, administrative, social and educational measures to ensure the
implementation of the present article. To this end, and having regard to the r(~levant provisions of other
international instruments, States Parties shall in particular:

(a) Provide for a minimum age or minimum ages for admission to employment;

(b) Provide for appropriate regulation of the hours and conditions of employnlent;

(c) Provide for appropriate penalties or other sanctions to ensure the effective enforceml~nt of the present
article.


